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Although the importance of electronic storage for television, computer, and signal-converter applications is generally recognized, and a number of books exist which treat this subject, no previous textbook has been primarily concerned with storage tubes. It is the purpose of this book to explain in concise form the fundamental operation of the different types of storage tubes and to provide this information in an easily accessible manner.

During the evolution of the manuscript it became more and more apparent that the operation of charge-controlled storage tubes could in general be explained on a common basis of relatively few fundamental processes of writing and reading. It is believed that this approach facilitates the understanding of the mechanism of such devices and should make the book useful both to electronic engineers and to teachers or students interested in this general subject.

In the text the different storage tubes have been described with many minor details omitted. This has been done for the sake of emphasizing the fundamental storage principles. It is hoped that the reader will refer to the bibliography (Part VIII) for additional details.

Many of the storage tubes described are still in the development stages. Since their uses and applications have not yet been fully explored and they are still subject to modifications, no attempt has been made to compare the properties of similar types of tubes quantitatively.
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Charge-controlled storage tubes have been employed as television-camera tubes since the early days of television. Since about 1940 they have also become increasingly important as devices for signal conversion, direct viewing, and computing applications. Since the storage of information in such tubes depends neither on mechanical movements nor on physicochemical changes in a material, but on the establishing or removing of minute electrical charges on an insulating surface (or array of insulated elements), the speed of operation is very high. In practical tubes the amount of electrical charge stored per target element is in the order of $10^{-11}$ coulombs or less, thus permitting time-varying electrical information to be stored on (or removed from) successive elements at rates as high as a few megacycles per second.

Because of the fact that a pattern of electric charges corresponding to the light and dark areas of a visual picture can be established on the storage surface, the storage tube has found its most extensive use in television applications, especially in the field of pickup tubes which convert visual to electrical signals. For these types of applications storage tubes such as the Iconoscope and Image Orthicon have been furthest developed.

In the transmission of picture information it is frequently necessary to change from one type of scanning to another such as radial scanning (P.P.I.) to rectangular scanning (raster), or to change the frame frequency of transmitted electrical information in coordinating, for example, one television system with another. For these purposes the frequency-converter type of storage tube is very useful. It is also important in applications involving integration for increasing the signal-to-noise ratio, and the recording of single transients from which it is desired to produce a number of copies. Considerable developmental work has already been accomplished on several of these devices, with many new applications expected.

Where the direct viewing of visual patterns or pictures is
concerned, charge-controlled viewing storage tubes, although not as fully developed as the other types above, are expected to play an important part in applications where, for example, it is desired to view a short electrical transient signal for a long period with little decay, where it is desired to control the decay of a stored signal, where higher light output is desired than can conveniently be obtained with ordinary scanning types of cathode-ray tubes, or where low frame repetition rates are desired without flicker.

Charge-controlled storage tubes have also become important as essential components in computing devices. Because of the rapidity with which electrical information can be stored at an arbitrary target element (time durations as short as a few microseconds) storage tubes are finding one of their most important uses where complex operations require rapid storage of intermediary information and rapid access to this information. For computing applications several successful types of tubes have already been designed, with additional development work continuing.

The operating mechanism of storage tubes is largely dependent on the control of secondary-emission currents from an insulating target and bombardment-conductivity currents through the target material. In Part I the equilibrium potentials acquired by insulated elements under steady electron bombardment are discussed. On the basis of this discussion and the definitions of Part II the various methods of establishing a charge pattern by dynamically controlling the secondary emission and bombardment conductivity are then described in Part III. A more complete understanding of secondary emission itself may be obtained from the literature indicated in Part A of the bibliography. In particular, the works of Bruining (Ref. 2) and McKay (Ref. 9) provide relatively complete surveys of the secondary emission of both insulators and metals.

In addition to secondary emission and bombardment conductivity, the processes of photoemission and photocconductivity play an important role in the charging action of television camera tubes. These charging actions are therefore also discussed in the above-mentioned parts from the static and dynamic viewpoints.

The following Parts, IV, V, VI, and VII, are devoted to a
INTRODUCTION

discussion of the various types of storage tubes. Although these tubes have been grouped into parts on the basis of their general application, such as signal conversion or computing, it is also believed desirable to classify the tubes (a) by the method of applying the input signal (cathode modulation or backplate modulation, for example), since it most clearly differentiates the tubes on the basis of their circuit operation, and (b) by the basic writing and reading mechanisms which take place within the tubes.

It should be noted that in a number of cases the physical construction of a tube permits it either to be employed for a different application or to operate with a different writing and reading mechanism than indicated in the following text. However, individual storage tubes have usually been designed with a particular application and type of operation in mind so that numerous design considerations incorporated in their structure, such as target thickness, target leakage, secondary-emission properties of the target, collector geometry, and beam current and voltage as required by electron-optical considerations, frequently limit the practical employment of individual tubes differently than intended by the original design.

In the following sections simplified diagrams which indicate only the essential components of each tube are employed, so that the mechanism of operation can be most clearly explained. For the purpose of discussing the operation of the tubes on a common basis related to Parts I, II, and III each tube is described with the collector electrode connected to ground directly or through an output resistor. Although in the reference literature the electrode which is grounded may vary from tube to tube, the assumption of a grounded collector does not change the basic operation.
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A. EQUILIBRIUM STATES OF AN ELECTRON-BOMBARDED "FLOATING" SURFACE

The establishing of a charge pattern in a storage tube is frequently accomplished by means of secondary emission. For an understanding of this process a knowledge of the potential acquired by an insulated element under steady bombardment is essential.

In Fig. 1 an electrode arrangement typical of a storage tube is indicated. Under steady bombardment by primary electrons in a high vacuum, an insulated (metallic or non-metallic) element of the target at an arbitrary initial potential, \( V_{\text{ft}} \), will be charged to an equilibrium potential, \( V_{\text{eq}} \). For a given material the value of this equilibrium potential (measured with respect to the secondary-current collector anode G) depends, to a first approximation (within several volts), on the energy \( V_{\text{pr}} \) of the primary electrons striking the target, and the effective resistance \( R_i \) of the material between the target element and the backplate P.

Figure 2 indicates the well-known curve, characteristic of all materials (including metals) of secondary-emission ratio \( \delta_e \) as a function of primary electron energy \( V_{\text{pr}} \), expressed in electron volts (Refs. 2, 9). (\( \delta_e \) is defined as the ratio of the secondary current \( i_S \) to the primary current \( i_{\text{pr}} \).) The lower and higher values of \( V_{\text{pr}} \) corresponding to \( \delta_e = 1 \) are designated as first and second crossover potentials \( V_{\text{cr}1} \) and \( V_{\text{cr}2} \) respectively.\(^1\) This curve always exhibits a maximum value\(^2\) of \( \delta_e \) between \( V_{\text{cr}1} \) and \( V_{\text{cr}2} \). At primary energies

\(^1V_{\text{cr}1}\) is usually of the order of 100 volts or less and \( V_{\text{cr}2}\) of the order of 1000 volts or greater.

\(^2\)For some pure metals, and carbon in the form of soot, the maximum value of \( \delta_e \) is less than unity. In such cases no crossover potentials exist.
Fig. 1. Typical electrode arrangement for an electron-bombarded storage target.

A, accelerating anode; G, collector cylinder; \( i_C \), collected current; \( i_{pr} \), primary current; \( i_t \), current reaching backplate from target (leakage target current); K, cathode; P, metal backplate; \( R_l \), resistance between surface of target element and backplate, due to leakage, conductivity induced by bombardment or light, or both; T, target (insulator sheet or coating); \( V_{fb} \), instantaneous potential of target surface with respect to collector; \( V_K \), potential of cathode with respect to collector.

\[
\delta_e = \frac{\text{Reflected primary electrons}}{\text{Primary electrons}}
\]

Fig. 2. Typical secondary emission curve: secondary-emission ratio \( \delta_e \) as a function of bombarding primary-electron energy \( V_{pr} \) at the target.

\( V_{cr1} \), first crossover potential; \( V_{cr2} \), second crossover potential.
below the maximum, $\delta_e$ increases with increasing $V_{pr}$ because of the increasing primary energy available. At primary energies above the maximum, $\delta_e$ decreases as a function of $V_{pr}$ because the secondary electrons are generated in progressively deeper layers of the material and therefore are absorbed to a greater degree with increasing $V_{pr}$. At very low energies, a large fraction of the primary electrons is reflected by collision with the target atoms. If these reflected electrons are collected together with the secondary electrons, the apparent secondary-emission ratio (shown by the dotted portion of the curve) approaches unity as $V_{pr}$ approaches zero.

If the conductivity of the target is sufficiently high, such as for metals, the secondary-emission curve of Fig. 2 can be obtained by direct-current measurements. For an insulating target film, the portion of the curve corresponding to higher primary electron velocities may also be obtained by direct-current measurements, using the effect of bombardment-induced conductivity of a penetrating beam (see Part I-I and Refs. 16, 32); otherwise, the curve must be obtained by pulse techniques (Refs. 9, 24, 40). In obtaining this curve it is assumed that the accelerating field between the collector and target is sufficient to remove all secondary electrons emitted from the surface of the target.

In operation of storage tubes, such an accelerating field does not always exist, and some of the emitted secondary electrons return to the target. To differentiate clearly between the secondary-electron current $i_s$ emitted by a certain target material under bombardment and the portion $i_c$ of this electron current (consisting of either secondary or reflected primary electrons, or both, from the target) which lands at the collector, the following notations are used:

$$\frac{i_s}{i_{pr}} = \delta_e \text{ (secondary-emission ratio as commonly used in the literature) and}$$

$$\frac{i_s}{i_{pr}} = \delta_c \text{ (collected-current ratio)}$$

For a given material and a given primary electron velocity at the target, $\delta_c$ will always be equal to or smaller than $\delta_e$ except for very low primary energies where the collected electrons include the reflected electrons. The condition $\delta_c \leq \delta_e$ is caused by a decelerating field between the target and col-
lector which results when the target is positive with respect to the collector (see Part I-D), or from a space-charge-potential minimum near the target, due to the low velocity of the emitted secondary electrons.

\( V_{eq} \), the equilibrium potential of a target element bombarded by the primary electrons, is experimentally known to be a function of the cathode potential \( V_k \) with respect to the collector (Ref. 28). This relationship is indicated by the curve of Fig. 3. For values of \( V_k \) which correspond to values of \( V_{pr} \) below \( V_{cr1} \), \( V_{eq} \) decreases linearly with increasing magnitude of \( V_k \) and usually jumps to a slightly positive value for a value of \( V_k \) equal to or greater than \( V_{cr1} \). Under some conditions, however, the target may be caused to assume potentials along the dashed line b-c' as \( V_k \) is increased beyond the value \( V_{cr1} \) (see Part I-C). For values of \( V_k \) corresponding to \( V_{pr} \) greater than \( V_{cr2} \), \( V_{eq} \) again decreases linearly\(^3\) with increasing value of \( V_k \). A more detailed discussion of the equilibrium curve is given below.

![Equilibrium Potential Curve](image)

**Fig. 3.** Curve of secondary-emission equilibrium potential \( V_{eq} \) as a function of cathode voltage \( V_k \).

- \( N_{PC} \), typical potential levels resulting from bombardment-induced conductivity;
- \( N_{PE} \), typical potential level resulting from photoemission;
- \( N_{PC} \), typical potential levels resulting from photoc conductivity;
- \( N_T \), typical potential level resulting from redistribution.

\(^3\)Although, as indicated in Fig. 3 (and also Fig. 4) the portion d-e of the equilibrium curve is a straight line intersecting the line c-d at the point d, actually, in the case of insulators the line d-e becomes curved as it joins the portion c-d. This is indicated by the dotted line near point d of Fig. 3.
B. TARGET POTENTIAL-SHIFTING DIAGRAM

The origin of the experimental equilibrium curve (Fig. 3) of a "floating" insulated target element may be understood with the help of Fig. 4. This figure indicates by means of arrows the direction of potential shift of an insulated target element with any initial potential $V_{ft}$, when bombarded with primaries from a cathode at any potential $V_k$ with respect to the collector. Since the values of $V_k$ along the x axis) and $V_{ft}$ (along the y axis) are plotted on the same scale, lines of 45-degree slope represent lines of constant potential difference, $V_{ft} - V_k$. (Note that while $V_k$ is always a negative number, it is indicated along the positive x axis.) This potential difference, $V_{ft} - V_k$, is actually the potential $V_{pr}$, and thus these sloping lines represent values of constant electron energy $V_{pr}$ at the target.

Fig. 4. Potential shift of a floating target under electron bombardment as a function of its initial potential $V_{ft}$ and the cathode voltage $V_k$.

$V_{ft}$, instantaneous potential of target surface; $V_{eq}$, particular value of $V_{ft}$ at equilibrium potential of target surface; $V_k$, cathode potential of bombarding primary beam.
In Fig. 4, three 45-degree lines are drawn for the particular electron energies zero, \( V_{cr1} \), and \( V_{cr2} \). The entire area between the lines \( V_{pr} = 0 \) and \( V_{pr} = V_{cr1} \) (area A) includes only points where \( \delta_e < 1 \) and therefore also \( \delta_c < 1 \) since for all these points (as indicated by Fig. 2) the target will be bombarded with an energy less than the first crossover potential.

The area between the lines \( V_{pr} = V_{cr1} \) and \( V_{pr} = V_{cr2} \), in a similar manner, includes only points where \( \delta_e > 1 \). However, since the second crossover potential does not remain constant, but increases with increasing accelerating field at the target (see Part I-F), the region of \( \delta_e > 1 \) is extended (for negative values of \( V_{hi} \)) to the line d-e which has a slope of less than 45 degrees. This line is indicated as \( V_{pr} = V_{cr2} \) and represents the condition \( \delta_c = 1 \), since along the line the secondary emission ratio, \( \delta_e \), is by definition equal to unity, and all the secondaries are attracted to the collector.

The entire region of \( \delta_e > 1 \) of Fig. 4 (area B) is divided into two portions by the slightly curved line c-d which represents the condition \( \delta_c = 1 \). (The reasons for the shape and position of this line are discussed in Part I-D.) Above the line, \( \delta_c \) is less than unity since some or all of the secondary electrons are returned to the target by the decelerating field between the target and collector. Below the line, \( \delta_c \) is greater than unity since there is less decelerating field or an increasing accelerating field.

To the right of the line \( V_{pr} = V_{cr2} \) (above the \( V_k \) axis) and to the right of the line \( V_{pr} = V_{cr2} \) (below the \( V_k \) axis), the energy of the primary electrons at the target is greater than the second crossover potential. All points in this region (area C), therefore, correspond to \( \delta_e < 1 \) and thus to \( \delta_c < 1 \) as well.

Since a floating target element, when bombarded with primaries under the condition \( \delta_c > 1 \), becomes more positive and, when bombarded under the condition \( \delta_c < 1 \), becomes more negative, the direction of these potential shifts can be indicated by the arrows of Fig. 4 in the corresponding regions. These arrows converge on the line c-d-e from above and below, thus indicating it to be a line of stable equilibrium since along it \( \delta_c = 1 \) and any small potential deviations from it will be compensated by such change in \( \delta_c \) as will shift the target back toward the line. Since arrows end on only one side of the line a-b-c', points on this line are quasi-stable in the
sense that, although the condition $\delta_C = 1$ exists, only positive potential deviations will be compensated by a change in $\delta_C$. Negative potential deviations, however, will not be compensated since, for points below the line $V_{pr} = 0$, primary electrons will no longer have sufficient energy to reach the target. Only by removal of the charge by leakage or other means, such as positive ions or the use of an auxiliary electron beam with a more negative cathode potential, can the target charge positively toward the line $a-b-c'$. (Although $\delta_C$ is also equal to unity along the line $V_{pr} = V_{cr1}$ below the $V_k$ axis, stable equilibrium cannot be achieved in this case since slight potential deviations from the line will cause the target to shift away from the line, as indicated by the arrows, instead of toward the line.)

As mentioned above, the portion d-e of the equilibrium curve corresponds to the condition $V_{pr} = V_{cr2}$ and since $V_{pr} = V_{ft} - V_k$, the resulting relationship $V_{ft} - V_k = V_{cr2}$ exists along this line. Because of this relationship, indicating that at equilibrium the target potential cannot exceed the cathode potential by more than the amount $V_{cr2}$ as the cathode potential is increased, $V_{cr2}$ is frequently referred to as the "sticking potential."

C. EQUILIBRIUM OF THE BRANCH b-c'
OF THE $V_{eq}$ CURVES OF FIGS. 3 AND 4

Target elements can only be shifted to the line b-c' if the target and cathode potentials correspond to points which fall in the area A to the right of the line b-c'. If the target element is assumed to be initially at zero potential, one means of shifting its potential to a point on the line b-c' is as follows: The target element is first bombarded with primary electrons from a cathode whose potential, $V_k$, is between 0 and $V_{cr1}$ as indicated by point 1 of Fig. 4. If the cathode potential is maintained at $V_k$, the target element will shift its potential by secondary emission action to point 2, the time required being determined by the primary beam current and the capacity of the target element to all the other target elements and electrodes in the tube. If the cathode potential is now increased by an additional quantity less than $V_{cr1}$, but such that the total cathode potential $V'_k$ is greater than $V_{cr1}$,
the target will be at point 3 and will again be shifted by secondary emission action to the point 4 on the line b-c'. In similar manner, other points corresponding to $V_{pr} = 0$ can be reached along the dashed equilibrium line b-c'.

D. INFLUENCE OF THE VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION OF THE SECONDARY ELECTRONS ON THE SHAPE OF BRANCH c-d OF FIGS. 3 AND 4

The position and slightly curved shape of the line c-d of Figs. 3 and 4 can be qualitatively understood from Fig. 5 where the relative number of secondary electrons is plotted as a function of their emission energy, $V_e$, expressed in volts. Two curves, 1 and 2, are shown, corresponding to the bombardment of a given target with primary electrons of energy $V_{pr1}$ and $V_{pr2}$ respectively.

As indicated in Fig. 5, a maximum occurs in each curve at a relatively low emission energy and another more narrow peak at a higher energy. The latter peak occurs at an emission energy equal to the particular energy $V_{pr}$ of the primary electrons striking the target. In general, the majority of the secondary electrons are emitted with not more than a few volts energy and are in the vicinity of the low-voltage maximum. From the physical standpoint these electrons constitute the "true" secondaries.

Although the transition is not sharp, electrons emitted with higher energies consist of primary electrons which have given up a part of their energy to the target atoms by collision and are inelastically reflected. The sharp peak at the emission energy $V_{pr}$ is produced by the elastic reflection of a fraction of the primary electrons which undergo no loss of energy in striking the target. In the discussions which follow, the expression "secondary electrons" will be taken to mean the total of all of the emitted electrons unless otherwise specified.

If the vertical coordinate of Fig. 5, indicating the relative number of secondary electrons, is assumed to be more ex-

---

4 For insulators, this peak in the curve occurs at about 1 volt of emission energy or less. For metals, the peak is somewhat higher but generally less than 5 volts.
Fig. 5. Velocity distribution curves of secondary electrons for a given material showing minimum energy of secondary electrons which can reach the collector for different primary energies. $V_e$, emission energy of secondary electrons in volts.

Explicitly defined as the number of secondary electrons emitted per unit interval of emission energy, the entire integrated area under each curve will represent the total number of secondary electrons. The ratio of the total number of secondaries represented by each curve to the number of primary electrons corresponds, therefore, to the secondary emission ratios $\delta_{e1}$ and $\delta_{e2}$ respectively.

Referring to curve 1 of Fig. 5, if the target has a small positive potential $V_{ft}$ equal to $V_{e1}$, only the electrons represented by the corresponding hatched area will have sufficient energy to reach the collector against the decelerating field.\(^5\)

For any positive target potential $V_{ft}$, it is therefore possible to determine the number of electrons able to reach the collector by setting the value of $V_e$ equal to $V_{ft}$ and measuring the area under the curve to the right of the ordinate $V_e$. The ratio of the number of electrons reaching the collector to the number of primary electrons is, by definition, the value of $\delta_C$. Of special interest is $V_{eq}$, the particular value of $V_{ft}$ which corresponds to the condition $\delta_C = 1$. This is determined from

\(^5\)For simplicity, it is assumed here that the secondary electrons are emitted only in the direction of the electric field between target and collector.
the particular value of $V_{e1} (= V_{ft})$ such that the hatched area represents a number of secondary electrons equal to the number of primary electrons.

Since, by definition, the total area under the velocity distribution curve will be increased with increases in $\delta_e$, because of changes in primary electron velocity $V_{pr}$, the value of $V_{eq}$ will also be increased to some extent by increases in $\delta_e$ (assuming approximately the same shape of velocity distribution curve). This is indicated in Fig. 5 where curve 2, having the same shape but a higher value of $\delta_e$ than curve 1, causes the potential $V_{e2}$ to be higher than the potential $V_{e1}$ of curve 1 for the condition $\delta_c = 1$. The line c-d, in Fig. 4, which is a plot of target potential $V_{eq}$ for the equilibrium condition $\delta_c = 1$. is therefore slightly above the horizontal axis, representing the small positive values of $V_{eq}$, and rises and falls in height as $\delta_e$ varies with $V_{pr}$, as shown in Fig. 2.

Assuming that the shapes of the velocity distribution curves for different materials are geometrically similar, materials having greater values of $\delta_e$ will have higher values of $V_{eq}$ for $\delta_c = 1$. The line c-d will thus be somewhat higher for such materials but of the same general shape.

Actually, the emitted secondaries will cause a space-charge cloud to form between the bombarded target element and the collector. This space charge, if sufficiently great, will produce a potential minimum in its neighborhood, preventing additional low-velocity secondaries from reaching the collector. The resulting net increase in electrons at the target will thus cause it to assume a new equilibrium potential, somewhat less positive than the ideal value, $V_{eq}$, discussed above, or a few volts negative with respect to the collector. The shift to a more negative equilibrium potential enables the number of secondaries leaving to equal the primary electrons (because of the reduction in decelerating field or the creation of an accelerating field), reestablishing the condition $\delta_c = 1$.

Since the current density of the secondaries leaving the target determines the amount of space charge created, the equilibrium potential assumed by the target during bombardment will depend on the current density of the primary beam.
E. COLLECTOR CURRENT CHARACTERISTIC

E. VARIATION OF INSTANTANEOUS COLLECTOR CURRENT AS A FUNCTION OF THE FLOATING TARGET POTENTIAL

For values of $V_k$ whose magnitudes lie between $V_{cr1}$ and $V_{cr2}$, the typical variation of the collected-current ratio $\delta_c$ with respect to $V_{ft}$ is indicated by the solid curve of Fig. 6. In this figure, the dotted line, which is partially superimposed on the solid line, indicates the curve of secondary-emission ratio $\delta_e$ as a function of $V_{pr}$, the primary electron energy at the target. The solid curve is drawn with the assumption that the cathode potential $V_k$ is held at some particular value $V_{ko}$, and the target potential $V_{ft}$ is varied.

Since, by definition, $V_{ft}$ is the target potential with respect to the collector, the abscissa $V_{ft} = 0$ corresponds to a primary energy $V_{pr}$ at the target which is equal in magnitude to $V_{ko}$, the cathode potential with respect to the collector (Refs. 51, 54). For values of $V_{ft} < 0$ where an accelerating field exists between the target and collector, essentially all the emitted secondary electrons will be collected and the curves of $\delta_e$ and $\delta_c$ will therefore be superimposed.

Fig. 6. Curve of instantaneous collected current as a function of floating target potential $V_{ft}$ showing equilibrium points C and E.

$V_{ft}$, floating-target potential with respect to collector. $V_{ft} = 0$ represents target potential equal to collector potential.
I. EQUILIBRIUM POTENTIALS

For $V_{ft} > 0$ a decelerating field will exist at the target. If $V_{ft}$ has a small positive value, the emission energies of the secondary electrons will enable a fraction of them to reach the collector as indicated in Part I-D. However, as $V_{ft}$ is increased, the number of secondaries reaching the collector will decrease until essentially none of them will be capable of reaching the collector for large values of $V_{ft}$. This decrease in the collected current $i_c$ is indicated by the solid line in Fig. 6 which includes points B, C, and D. The particular positive value of $V_{ft}$ where the $\delta_c$ curve crosses the line $\delta_c = 1$ (point C) corresponds to the stable equilibrium potential $V_{eq}$. The exact value of $\delta_c$ for a particular positive value of $V_{ft}$ can be obtained by determining the area under the energy-distribution curve of Fig. 5 to the right of of abscissa $V_{ft}$ as discussed in Part I-D. Since a target with a potential $V_{ft}$ tends to shift positively or negatively, depending on whether $\delta_c > 1$ or $\delta_c < 1$, respectively, these potentials are indicated by the arrows on the $\delta_c$ curve of Fig. 6. Point C on the curve where the arrows converge from both sides is a point of stable equilibrium ($V_{ft} = V_{eq}$) and point E where the arrows arrive from one side only ($V_{pr} = 0$) is a quasi-stable point (as mentioned in Part I-B).

It should be noted that the point E (where $V_{pr} = 0$) requires a target potential $V_{ft}$ which is negative with respect to the cathode by a fraction of a volt, since the primary electrons are emitted from the cathode with a small amount of thermal energy. Although not indicated in Fig. 6, the point $V_{ft} = 0$ thus corresponds to a primary energy $V_{pr} = V_{ko}$, plus a fraction of a volt.

F. SLOPE OF THE BRANCH d-e OF THE $V_{eq}$ CURVE OF FIGS. 3 AND 4

It is experimentally observed that the slope of the branch d-e is less than 45 degrees (Refs. 21, 22). This may be accounted for by assuming that, as the accelerating field between the target and collector is increased, the value of $\delta_e$ becomes greater for a given material, with an accompanying

6In practice, the slope of this line will be influenced by the geometry of the target and collector system. For closer spacing of the collector to the target surface, the slope tends to increase.
increase in the value of $V_{CR2}$. Physically, the change in $\delta_e$ may be explained by assuming that more of the secondary electrons emitted in random directions inside the material can escape, since they are drawn toward the surface by the internal accelerating field.

Referring to Fig. 4, it is assumed that near the point d, where the accelerating field is approximately zero, the value of the second crossover is $V_{CR2}$. It is also assumed, for the purpose of illustration, that along the line d-e the value of $V_{CR2}$ increases by an increment which is linearly proportional to $V_{ft}$ so that $\overline{V}_{CR2} = V_{CR2} - \alpha V_{ft}$. (Note that $\alpha$ is a positive quantity and $V_{ft}$ is always a negative quantity along the line d-e.) Since, by definition, the relationship $V_{pr} = V_{ft} - V_k$ exists, it is possible to write for the conditions along the line d-e, where $V_{pr} = \overline{V}_{CR2}$ holds true:

$$\overline{V}_{CR2} = V_{ft} - V_k.$$  

Substituting

$$V_{CR2} - \alpha V_{ft}$$

gives

$$V_{CR2} - \alpha V_{ft} = V_{ft} - V_k,$$

or

$$V_{ft} = \frac{V_{CR2} + V_k}{1 + \alpha} = \frac{V_k}{1 + \alpha} + \text{constant.}$$

This is the equation of a line whose slope, as indicated in Fig. 4, is less than 45 degrees in magnitude.

G. PHOTOEMISSION LEVELS ABOVE

THE $V_k$ AXIS OF FIG. 3

In some cases the storage target may be covered with a mosaic of photoemissive elements insulated from each other. These elements can be charged by the action of incident light as well as by the action of secondary emission (Refs. 4b, 25, 26, 94, 95, 96, 97). Since by photoemission such target elements can only lose electrons, they always tend to charge in the positive direction. However, in charging by photoemission, the elements cannot shift more positive than the potential corresponding to the maximum energy of the emitted photo-
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elections for a particular color or frequency of light. If the potential $V_{ft}$ of a photoemissive element is shifted (by the capacitive action of a voltage applied to the backplate, for example) to a value greater than this potential, none of the emitted photoelectrons will be able to reach the collector, due to the decelerating field, and will be returned to the target surface. Since the number of photoelectrons emitted is proportional to the light energy incident on the surface, the charge lost is a linear function of the light energy, assuming sufficient accelerating field between target and collector. In Fig. 3, a typical potential level established by photoemission is indicated by the dashed line $N_{PE}$. This potential is of the order of several volts for visible light.

H. PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY LEVELS ABOVE AND BELOW THE $V_{K}$ AXIS OF FIG. 3

If a potential difference has been established between the front surface and backplate of a thin insulating target, and the target material is photoconductive, the effect of incident light at a particular element will be to reduce this potential difference by increasing the conductivity of the target material (Refs. 4a, 4b, 18a, 20a, 77, 96).

The initial potential difference may be established by secondary-emission action. If, for example, the target surface is bombarded with primary electrons from a cathode whose potential is between $V_{CR1}$ and $V_{CR2}$ so that the surface is charged to approximately the collector potential, and at the same time the backplate is maintained at a different potential (either negative or positive) with respect to the collector, a corresponding potential difference will result between the target surface and backplate.

In general, the conduction current from the target surface to the backplate will decrease with time of illumination because of the reduced gradient as the surface approaches the backplate potential. Unlike the process of photoemission, the process of photoconduction does not cease at the instant of cutting off the incident light but persists, decaying rapidly at first, followed by an extended tail. The decay time varies considerably for different materials, the time required for the initial rapid drop in conductivity being in the order of a few milliseconds or less to reach $1/e$ of its initial value and
the tail extending in some cases for as long as several minutes.

I. BOMBARDMENT-INDUCED CONDUCTIVITY

LEVELS ABOVE AND BELOW

THE $V_k$ AXIS OF FIG. 3

If a potential difference exists between the target surface and backplate (established by secondary emission, for example, as described in Part I-H) the target surface may be caused to shift to the backplate potential by means of bombardment-induced conductivity. This effect occurs when the target is thin (1 micron, for example) and the primary beam has sufficient energy to penetrate through the target material (Refs. 1, 4, 10, 15, 17, 18). Such induced conductivity may exceed by several orders of magnitude the conductivity of the unbombarded insulating target.

In Fig. 7, typical curves (taken from Pensak, Ref. 17) are shown for a target of silica, 0.25 micron thick, indicating the ratio of bombardment-induced current to primary current as a function of primary beam energy $V_{pr}$. It should be noted that these curves do not continue to rise with increasing primary beam energy but go through a maximum. For a given target this maximum occurs at approximately the primary beam voltage at which the greatest fraction of beam energy is absorbed in the target. As also shown by the curves, the bombardment-induced conductivity depends somewhat on the polarity of the initial potential difference established between target surface and backplate, being greater for most materials when the target surface is negative with respect to the backplate. (For exceptions see Ref. 18.)

Since secondary electrons will be emitted simultaneously from the surface of the target during bombardment, the tendency of the surface to assume the backplate potential by induced conductivity will be either aided or opposed by the secondary-emission action of the primary beam depending on the equilibrium potential associated with the primary-beam cathode potential (see Fig. 4). Neglecting secondary emission effects, the potential shift which an element of the target surface undergoes depends on the energy of the primary beam and the potential difference initially established between the target surface and backplate as well as the time of bombard-
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Fig. 7. Typical curves showing change in bombardment-induced conductivity with primary beam energy \( V_{pr} \).

\( V_{pr} \): primary beam energy in kilovolts; \( V_s \), potential of target surface with respect to backplate (Pensak, Ref. 17).

ment. In Fig. 3, typical potential levels established by bombardment-induced conductivity are indicated by the dashed lines Nbc. These lines may be either above or below the \( V_k \) axis, depending on the backplate potential, and are drawn in the region where the cathode potential \( V_k \) assumes relatively large values (producing high bombarding energies).

J. REDISTRIBUTION LEVELS BELOW THE LINE c-d OF THE EQUILIBRIUM CURVE OF FIG. 3

In the preceding discussion relating to the potential shifting of a floating target under electron bombardment, no account was taken of secondary electrons emitted from a particular bombarded target element returning to other target elements (case of a scanned target). This "redistribution effect" is important since a target element, after having reached the equilibrium potential \( V_{eq} \) during bombardment, will become more negative as the primary electron beam later scans other elements. Redistribution usually occurs
when a weak decelerating field exists at the target such as at points along the branch c-d of the equilibrium curve of Fig. 3, or when a weak accelerating field exists such as at points slightly below the $V_k$ axis.

In Fig. 8a, a bombarded target element is shown at a positive equilibrium potential, $V_{eq}$, of +5 volts with respect to the collector. Also indicated are the equipotential lines in the space between the target and collector. Since, as mentioned in Part I-D, a large fraction of the secondary electrons is emitted with energies of 5 volts or less, these electrons will be reflected back to other elements of the target surface as well as to the bombarded element by the decelerating field above the target. Included in the secondaries which are reflected is a fraction of the electrons with greater than 5 volts energy but whose energy in the direction of the decelerating field is less than 5 volts because of their emission angle. The reflected electrons thus tend to charge negative other elements of the target surface\(^7\) at a rate depending on their

\(^7\)In general, a large fraction of the redistributed electrons will return to the target surface in the neighborhood of the bombarded spot within a distance of a spot diameter. (See Footnote 21, page 86.)
distance from the bombarded spot (Ref. 67).

The redistribution effect can be substantially reduced or entirely eliminated if a fine-mesh barrier grid is placed very close to the target surface, as indicated in Fig. 8b, and the collector cylinder is maintained at a positive potential with respect to the grid. In this case, secondary electrons escaping through the holes of the mesh will be unable to return to the target surface because of the accelerating field existing between the mesh and the collector. However, secondary electrons with insufficient energy to escape through the mesh holes will return to the target surface very close to the point from which they were emitted. It is important to note that, although a large fraction of the collected secondary electrons may reach the collector cylinder through the holes of the mesh, the barrier grid acts as the effective collector in determining the equilibrium potential of the target elements since it tends to prevent secondary electrons from leaving the target if the surface becomes positive with respect to the grid.

In addition to preventing redistribution, the barrier grid serves to prevent coplanar grid effects at the target surface, i.e., the tendency of a target element which has acquired a large negative charge to prevent the leaving of secondary electrons from or landing of primary electrons on adjacent elements during scanning.
The discussion in Part III covering the dynamic processes in storage tubes is based on the following definitions. These definitions are primarily concerned with charge-controlled storage tubes. Definitions relating to other storage processes in computers are given in the IRE Standards on Electron Computers; Definition of Terms, 1950 (Proc. IRE 39, March, 1951, 271-277).

1. **Storage Tube (General).** An electron tube into which information can be introduced and then extracted at a later time.

2. **Storage Tube (Charge-Controlled).** A storage tube in which information is retained by means of static electric charges. Such charges are generally retained on a homogeneous insulating surface or on an array of discrete insulated (metallic or nonmetallic) areas.

3. **Storage Element.** The smallest portion of the target which can be distinguished in the output signal from other differently charged portions under specified writing and reading conditions.

4. **Writing.** The action of establishing a charge pattern corresponding to the input signal. This may also be referred to as storing.

5. **Maximum Writing Speed (Storage Elements per Second).** The maximum rate at which successive storage elements can be charged to establish the desired charge pattern (determined by the output requirements).
   a. Where halftones are required in reading, the maximum writing speed will be determined by the specified level of output variations, the resolution, and the amount of signal deterioration (see Definition 17a) introduced in the writing and reading processes.

---

8 In the formulation of these definitions the suggestions of A. S. Jensen, F. H. Nicoll, J. A. Rajchman, A. Rose, P. Rudnick, R. Serrell, and especially those of L. Pensak are gratefully acknowledged.
b. In bistable writing, the maximum speed is defined as the maximum rate at which successive storage elements can be shifted from one equilibrium potential to another.

c. In viewing storage tubes employed for oscilloscope purposes, the maximum speed is defined analogously to nonstoring oscilloscope tubes as the maximum rate at which successive storage elements can be charged to produce a useful visual output.

6. **Reading.** The generation of an electrical or visual output signal corresponding to the stored charge pattern.

7. **Maximum Reading Duration (Seconds).** The maximum uninterrupted time of signal generation under specified scanning or viewing conditions. This period may depend on such factors as the required degree of contrast, constancy of halftones, number of distinguishable halftone levels, resolution, magnitude of output signal, and output signal-to-noise ratio.

8. **Erasing.** The removing of a previously stored charge pattern with the aid of a controllable process such as secondary emission, photoconductivity, etc.

9. **Erasing Speed (Storage Elements per Second).** The maximum rate at which storage elements charged in writing can be discharged to a specified low value.

10. **Retention.** The retention of a stored charge pattern for a period of time, such as by means of target insulation or holding action, but without writing, reading, or external circuit regeneration.

11. **Retention Time (Seconds).** The maximum time after writing that may elapse without reading which will permit a satisfactory electrical or visual signal to be produced.

12. **Holding.** The maintaining of the storage elements at their equilibrium potentials by electron bombardment against the action of leakage, or the loss or gain of charge due to the landing of undesired electrons or ions.

13. **Decay.** The reduction in magnitude of a stored charge pattern without writing, reading, erasing, or holding action.

14. **Decay Time Constant (Seconds).** The decay time for the stored charge to fall to 1/e of its initial value without holding action. This time constant is usually a function of the target insulation.
15. **Charge Factor (Per Cent).** The fraction of the desired potential shift which is produced at a particular target element during a single scan with a given writing beam current.

16. **Discharge Factor (Per Cent).** The fraction of potential shift of a particular target element from the potential established in writing toward equilibrium potential by a single scan during erasing.

17. **Useful Number of Storage Elements.** The maximum number of storage elements which can be employed for storing equally spaced “black” and “white” (or on-off) input signals with a specified deterioration in the output signal.
   a. The deterioration of the output signal may manifest itself by, first, the addition of thermal noise, noise caused by scattering, or from target irregularities; or second, changes in the signal shape, due to the spot sizes and their density distributions, redistribution, and target leakage.
   b. In general, the useful number of elements will be dependent on the required number of distinguishable output levels of each element.

18. **Resolvable Number of Storage Elements.** The maximum number of storage elements which can be employed for storing equally spaced “black” and “white” (or on-off) input signals which will produce a resolvable visual or electrical output. This number is equal to the product of the number of resolvable scanning lines and the number of resolvable elements per line.

---

PART III
METHODS OF WRITING
AND READING

A. WRITING METHODS

The purpose of writing is to establish a desired charge pattern on the storage surface. This process usually consists of two steps: (a) charging the entire target surface, usually by secondary emission, to a uniform potential equal or close to the equilibrium potential $V_{eq}$ (frequently accomplished in the process of erasing or as a result of continuous reading); and (b) adding or subtracting charges from the target surface in a pattern corresponding to the input signal. Since each insulated target element comprises a miniature condenser between its front surface and the backplate, the process of establishing a charge pattern can be considered as a capacity-charging action.

The first step, charging the target to a uniform potential, may be accomplished either by flooding the entire target surface with primary electrons or by scanning the target elements with an unmodulated beam. The second step, the writing as such, can be accomplished in a number of ways as described below.

1. Equilibrium Writing

In one form of equilibrium writing (described below as cathode modulation) the direct-current potential of the electron-gun cathode is set at a value below $V_{cr1}$ or above $V_{cr2}$ so that the target elements when bombarded assume an equilibrium potential on either the sloping portion a-b or d-e of the equilibrium curve of Fig. 3. The target is then scanned by the primary beam, and voltage variations are applied to the cathode, which cause the corresponding target elements to assume new equilibrium potentials along one of these lines in accordance with the input signal.

In another form of equilibrium writing (backplate or collector modulation) the cathode potential of the electron gun is
set at a value above $V_{cr1}$ and voltage variations are applied to the backplate\textsuperscript{10} or collector\textsuperscript{11} so that the potential $V_{ft}$ between the target surface and collector will vary as the target is scanned by the unmodulated primary beam.\textsuperscript{12} At the moment of bombardment, the surface of each target element will then be maintained at the equilibrium potential by the charging action of the beam against the action of the instantaneous backplate or collector voltage. As a result, each element will acquire a net charge such that after scanning it will have a potential (with respect to $V_{eq}$) equal\textsuperscript{13} and opposite to the instantaneous potential variations $V_{ft}$ applied to the target surface during scanning.

In practice, when the cathode potential $V_K$ is between $V_{cr1}$ and $V_{cr2}$, this form of equilibrium writing requires a barrier grid spaced close to the target surface, as indicated in Fig. 8b, to prevent the landing of redistribution electrons on the target surface (see Part I-J). If a barrier grid is not employed, the redistribution charges acquired by the elements may com-

\textsuperscript{10}When the input signal is applied to the backplate, a large fraction of the voltage will usually appear at the target surface by capacitive action, since the capacity between the backplate and front surface of the target is generally large compared with the capacity of the front surface to the other tube electrodes.

\textsuperscript{11}Actually, in this type of writing, a barrier grid (which is the effective collector) is usually provided near the storage surface, in addition to a collector cylinder such as electrode G as shown in Fig. 1. The signal is then applied either to the backplate or barrier grid (see, for example, Part IV-C). Since modulation of the effective collector (barrier grid) causes corresponding shifts in the potential difference $V_K$ between the cathode and effective collector, shifting of the equilibrium potential must be taken into account when $V_K$ exceeds $V_{cr2}$.

\textsuperscript{12}If the target surface is composed of photoemissive elements, writing may be accomplished by scanning the target with a light beam instead of an electron beam while modulating the backplate (or barrier grid collector). In this case, as discussed in Part I-G, the target elements will tend to shift to a photoemission equilibrium level a few volts positive with respect to the collector. The target potential $V_{ft}$ with respect to the collector may then be varied only in the negative direction by the input signal, since the photoemission process can shift the target elements only in the positive direction.

\textsuperscript{13}In operation it may not always be possible or practical to provide sufficient beam current to shift each target element completely to the equilibrium potential. This difficulty is increased by the fact that, as the target elements approach the equilibrium potential, $\delta_{eq}$ approaches unity (see Fig. 6), and the rate of potential shift of the target elements is slowed. In practice, however, the target elements can acquire potentials which are a substantial fraction of the input signals.
pletely mask the charge pattern intended to be stored (Ref. 37). As indicated in Part III-A-4, the redistribution effect, although undesirable for equilibrium writing, can be employed as the basis for a different type of writing, namely, redistribution writing.

2. Bistable Writing with the Aid of a Holding Beam

When the individual target elements are not required to assume more than two possible potentials (yes-and-no or black-and-white operation) and the reading duration and retention time are required to be very long, writing may be accomplished by means of a writing beam and an auxiliary holding beam. The holding-beam action is based on the fact that, if the cathode of this beam is operated at a potential greater than $V_{cr1}$ with respect to collector (see Fig. 4), a target element bombarded by this beam will shift to an equilibrium potential either on the portion of the equilibrium curve c-d-e, or to a point on the dashed line b-c'. The particular potential which a target element assumes will depend on the potential it first acquires as a result of bombardment by the writing beam.

If, as a result of the writing-beam action alone, the target element acquires a potential with respect to the holding beam such that it falls on a point above the line $V_{pr} = V_{cr1}$ of Fig. 4, subsequent bombardment by the holding beam will shift it to the line c-d-e, whereas, if the target element acquires a potential such that it falls below the line $V_{pr} = V_{cr1}$, the holding beam will shift it to the dashed line$^{14}$ b-c'. Bistable writing may also be accomplished if a particular element is simultaneously bombarded by the writing beam and the holding beam. In this case, the writing-beam current must be sufficiently large compared to the holding-beam current so that the potential shift produced by the writing beam predominates.

If, as a result of the writing-beam and holding-beam action, all the target elements have been shifted to one or the other of the two equilibrium potentials, subsequent shifts in the potentials of the elements, due to leakage or removal of a

---

$^{14}$In practice, the holding beam may either scan the target elements sequentially or flood them simultaneously. It may also bombard the target either during the time of scanning by the writing beam or after.
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fraction of the charge by reading, may be restored. This is accomplished by the secondary-emission action of the holding beam, which tends to shift the target elements to the initial equilibrium potentials existing before the leakage or reading action. The ability of the holding beam to provide indefinitely long reading time under proper conditions is of considerable practical value, making this type of writing desirable in many cases despite the lack of resolution and the absence of half-tones (Part III-D).

Since the holding beam tends to maintain all the elements of the target at either of two potentials that may differ by approximately 50 volts or more, the gradient across the boundary between elements of different potential will be correspondingly high and leakage will occur through the target. In general, for such high gradients the potential boundaries will tend to shift under the action of the holding beam, especially if the target surface is homogeneous. These boundary shifts will manifest themselves by a continuous growth of the areas at holding-gun cathode potential at the expense of the areas at approximately collector potential, or vice versa.

The shifting of the potential boundaries can be reduced or prevented by employing a target whose surface is covered with a mosaic of conducting particles or islands which are sufficiently small so that each storage element includes a number of these particles. In this case, the potentials assumed by the individual particles in writing will tend to remain unchanged by leakage to the surrounding areas, since the leakage currents to the edge of a particle will be replenished by the secondary-emission action of the holding beam over the entire area of the conducting particle. In the case of a homogeneous target without a mosaic, however, any leakage current across a potential boundary can only be compensated for by the action of the holding beam at the actual boundary itself, since the target insulation prevents the flow of currents to the boundary from adjacent areas which are also under the holding beam.

3. Nonequilibrium Writing

This type of writing, accomplished either by secondary-emission or photoemission action, involves two steps: (a) adjusting the electrode potentials so that the point of operation on Fig. 4 is shifted off the secondary-emission equilibrium
curve or a photoemission equilibrium level (depending on which of these processes is employed for writing); and (b) allowing each element to shift a controlled amount by secondary emission or photoemission toward the equilibrium level in accordance with the input signal.

If secondary-emission action is employed, step (a), shifting off the equilibrium curve, is achieved by either changing $V_{ft}$, i.e., shifting the backplate or collector potential, or shifting the potential of the cathode $V_k$, making use of either of the sloping portions of the equilibrium curve. For step (b), the primary current striking each target element is modulated by the input signal so that each element is allowed to shift toward the equilibrium potential by a controlled amount. In practice, modulation of the primary current may be accomplished in several ways. If the target is scanned by the writing beam, the primary current striking the individual elements may be modulated by applying signal voltage variations to the primary-current control grid, assuming the scanning velocity to be constant; or the input signal may be applied to the deflection circuits so that the instantaneous rate of scanning of the target elements varies in accordance with the signal, thus causing variations in the time of bombardment of the successive elements by the constant-current beam (Refs. 50, 95).

For the nonscanning case, step (b) may be accomplished by allowing an extended pattern of primary currents to fall on the target surface, such as from an image photosurface (e.g., as in the Image Orthicon, Part VII-B-2).

If photoemission action is employed for writing, shifting off the equilibrium level, step (a), is similarly accomplished by changing the potential $V_{ft}$ of the target surface with respect to the collector, i.e., shifting either the backplate or collector potential. Since, as mentioned in Part I-G, the elements can only charge positive by photoemission, the potential shift of step (a) must be in the direction such that the target surface is made negative with respect to the collector. Step (b) is then achieved by allowing a controlled amount of light to strike each target element so that its potential shifts by a corresponding amount toward the equilibrium level. The light striking the elements may be in the form of a pattern or picture focused on the surface of the target (e.g., as in the Orthicon, Part VII-A-2), or it may be in the form of a modulated beam which scans the element sequentially.
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Although not usual, nonequilibrium writing may also be accomplished by scanning the target with an unmodulated electron beam of low current under the condition $\delta_e > 1$ and applying the input signals to the backplate (Ref. 46). In this case the input signal voltages, assumed to be small, cause the potential of the target surface to acquire instantaneous values along the sloping portion B-C-D of the $\delta_c$ curve of Fig. 6. Because of the very low primary current, each element will not be shifted to the equilibrium potential $V_{eq}$ when bombarded, but will acquire or lose a net amount of electrons proportional to the variations in $\delta_c$ from its equilibrium value of unity.

4. Redistribution Writing

For targets which do not have a barrier grid, redistribution generally interferes with the writing process (see Part I-J). However, redistribution can also be usefully employed for writing. If the target surface is approximately at collector potential, such writing can be accomplished by (1) bombarding the target elements with primary electrons from a cathode whose potential is between $V_{cr1}$ and $V_{cr2}$ or (2) illuminating them with light if the elements are photoemissive.

In case 1, the bombarded elements tend to lose electrons by secondary emission, since the bombardment is under the condition $\delta_e > 1$. However, because of the lack of accelerating field between target and collector, a large fraction of the secondary electrons will return to other target elements by redistribution (see Part I-J). If a controlled amount of primary current is allowed to strike each element (as, for example, when the writing beam consists of a pattern of currents from an extended photocathode), the net effects of the secondary emission and redistribution will be to cause the elements bombarded with the greatest amount of current to charge most positive and the elements bombarded with less current to be shifted less positive or possibly negative (see, e.g., Refs. 72, 77).

In case 2, where the target elements are photoemissive (Ref. 94), redistribution writing may be accomplished by focusing a pattern of light on the target surface. Although the illuminated elements tend to lose electrons by photoemission, a large fraction of the photoelectrons will be returned to other target elements by redistribution, as in the case of secondary
emission because of the lack of an accelerating field. In similar manner the net effect of photoemission and redistribution will cause those elements receiving the most light to charge most positive and those elements receiving less light to charge less positive or possibly negative.

In general the magnitude of the potential variations established on the target surface by redistribution writing is relatively small, not exceeding a few volts. On the one hand the maximum positive potential of the elements is set by either the secondary-emission equilibrium potential or the photoemission equilibrium potential, both of which are only a few volts positive with respect to the collector; on the other hand, the minimum potential is set by the redistribution level which is only a few volts negative.

Redistribution writing may also be accomplished by scanning the target elements sequentially with a modulated primary beam or light beam. In one form of such writing (Part VI-A), writing is performed by modulating the primary current with a dot and dash signal, thus producing a corresponding redistribution charge pattern.

5. Induced-Conductivity Writing

(Electron Bombardment or Light)

Before writing by this method, it is assumed that the target surface is shifted to a common equilibrium potential (usually collector potential), while the backplate is maintained at a voltage different from the equilibrium potential. As a result, a uniform potential difference will exist between the front and back surfaces of the insulating target and each of the elementary target condensers will be equally charged.

Writing may now be accomplished by causing the conductivity of each target element to increase by a controlled amount so that the front surface of the target will shift to varying degrees toward the backplate potential. The conductivity of the target elements can be controlled by either of the two methods that follow.

a. Bombardment-Conductivity Writing. If the target is thin (approximately 0.5 micron) and a high-velocity writing beam is used (10,000 volts, for example), primary electrons will penetrate the insulating target, causing bombardment conductivity at the corresponding elements (see
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Part I-I). By controlling the number of primary electrons striking each element (either by scanning the target with a current-modulated primary beam or by focusing an extended pattern of primary currents on the target from an auxiliary photoemitting surface), a pattern of charges or potential variations can be established on the target surface.

b. Photoconductivity Writing. If the target is composed of a thin layer of photoconductive material, incident light on the surface will cause the conductivity to increase at the elements which are illuminated (see Part I-H). By controlling the amount of incident light at each element (such as by focusing an optical image on the surface), a pattern of charges or potential variations can also be established on the target surface.

6. Methods of Applying the Input Signals During Writing

In practice, writing is accomplished by modulation of the control-grid voltage, deflection voltage or current, cathode voltage, collector voltage, backplate voltage, or modulation of the light falling on the target if it is photoemissive or photoconductive. These types of modulation are illustrated in Fig. 9 where a single-beam charge-controlled storage tube with its basic elements is shown.

The following types of modulation are thus possible for writing:

a. Primary-current modulation
b. Scanning-velocity modulation
c. Cathode-voltage modulation\(^\text{15}\)
d. Collector-voltage modulation
e. Backplate-voltage modulation
f. Light-intensity modulation

It should be noted that, whereas the modulations of a, b, and f regulate charging of the target elements by control of the number of incident primary electrons or photons, the

\(^{15}\)Since by definition, cathode-voltage modulation is meant to exclude simultaneous primary-current control-grid modulation, a coupling condenser, indicated in dashed lines between the cathode and control grid of Fig. 9, may be employed when cathode modulation is used.
Fig. 9. Methods of applying input signals to a storage tube.

A, accelerating anode; C, control grid; D, deflection plates; G, collector; \( i_c \), collected current; \( i_{pr} \), primary current; K, cathode; P, backplate; T, target; \( V_C \), control-grid bias voltage; \( V_K \), cathode bias voltage.

Modulations of \( d \) and \( e \) regulate charging of the target elements by control of the number of secondary electrons leaving the target as a result of controlling the field between target surface and collector. The modulation of \( c \) regulates charging by changing the secondary-emission ratio \( \delta_e \) (operation above the second crossover potential \( V_{cr2} \)), or the reflection of primary electrons (operation below the first crossover potential \( V_{cr1} \)).

B. READING METHODS

The process of reading is basically one of obtaining output currents corresponding to the charge stored in writing on each of the target elements. In general, three methods may be employed for reading as described below.
1. **Capacity-Discharge Reading**

This method of reading is based on the fact that each target element, between its front and back surface, is a miniature condenser. As indicated in Fig. 10, the target is shown divided by the dashed lines into its effective capacitive elements (each of which is approximately equal in area to the cross section of the primary beam).

If, in the writing process, a charge pattern was established on the front surface of the target elements, the corresponding elementary condensers will be charged to varying degrees. In reading, these elements are scanned by an unmodulated pri-

![Diagram of Capacity-Discharge Reading System](image)

**Fig. 10.** Capacity-discharge reading system.

mary beam so that they tend to shift toward the equilibrium potential $V_{eq}$ when bombarded. The amount of potential shift each element undergoes will depend on the beam current and the value of $\delta_C$ for each element. As a result of scanning by the reading beam, capacity-discharge currents corresponding to the potential shifts of the target elements will be produced in the backplate\(^{16}\) circuit. At the same time, current variations of opposite polarity will result in the collector circuit, since the instantaneous collected current $i_C$ is equal to the difference between the primary current (which is unmodu-

\(^{16}\) Capacity-discharge reading systems sometimes do not employ a backplate (such as indicated in Fig. 9). An example of this is the Image Orthicon, where the writing beam establishes the charge pattern on one side of the insulating target and the reading beam capacitively "neutralizes" these charges from the opposite side. In such an arrangement the reading signal is obtained from the collector-current variations.
lated) and the instantaneous capacitive target current. By inserting a resistor either between the backplate or collector and ground, output voltage variations may be obtained corresponding to the initial input writing signal.

In capacity-discharge reading, the beam current may be sufficient to shift each of the target elements to the equilibrium potential in a single scan, or it may be set at a smaller value so that the elements are shifted only a portion of the way toward equilibrium in one scan. In the latter case an output signal can be obtained for a number of scans (copies) before all the elements are shifted to the equilibrium potential. (The choice of reading-beam current will also affect the generation of halftones, as discussed in Part III-D. For example, sufficient beam current to discharge the target elements in one scan will produce linear halftones, whereas lower beam currents will produce nonlinear or no halftones.)

In general, the beam current needed in reading to shift the target elements the required amount toward the equilibrium potential depends on the capacity of the individual target elements. This capacity will similarly determine the amount of beam current required in writing. For a given insulating material, the target thickness is usually in the range of 0.5 to 100 microns, depending on the required target capacity. The choice of target capacity is based on a number of factors. If, for example, large output currents are required in reading, it is necessary to have a high-capacity target for storing large quantities of charge. If the charge pattern is established by equilibrium writing with backplate-voltage modulation, it is desirable that the loading of the target on the input amplifier be small, necessitating a small capacity between backplate and barrier grid, i.e., a thick target. If bombardment-induced conductivity is used for writing, the target must be sufficiently thin (approximately 1 micron or less) to allow penetration by the primary beam, resulting in a relatively high target capacity.

In capacity-discharge reading as described above it is assumed that no redistribution effects are present (see Part I-J).\[\text{17} \] If redistribution exists, it will reduce the magnitude

\[\text{17} \]Although undesirable in capacity-discharge reading, the redistribution effect plays a definite role in producing the output signal as described below under redistribution reading.
as well as cause distortion of the output signal. Redistribution effects may be prevented by employing a barrier grid such as indicated in Fig. 8b. If a barrier grid is not used, redistribution may also be prevented by applying a potential shift to the backplate or collector so that the target element potentials are all substantially negative with respect to the collector and by not allowing the elements to shift positive to a point close to the collector potential in reading. By such means the accelerating field at each target element can be made sufficiently strong to prevent redistribution.

2. Redistribution Reading

This type of reading is usually carried out while the input signals are applied simultaneously to the target by redistribution writing, as, for example, in the Iconoscope. The target-potential variations established in writing are small and are in the neighborhood of the collector potential. As in capacity-discharge reading, the target is scanned by the unmodulated reading beam under the condition $\delta_e > 1$, and the output signal is obtained from the backplate or collector electrode.

In order to explain the generation of the output signal, it is convenient to consider first the target during scanning by the reading beam before writing signals have been applied. During this scanning, each target element will periodically undergo a positive shift at the moment of bombardment and gradually shift negative by an equal and opposite amount as it acquires redistribution electrons between successive times of bombardment. A typical curve of the potential of a target element with time is indicated by the solid line a-b-c-d in Fig. 11a. Since the reading-beam current is usually low in such writing (a fraction of a microampere, for example) the target elements will generally not be shifted sufficiently positive to reach the equilibrium potential $V_{eq}$ when bombarded.

If now, during scanning by the reading beam, potential variations caused by redistribution writing (involving photo-emission, for example, as in the Iconoscope) are superimposed on the target potentials, the individual elements will have new potentials such as indicated by the dotted lines a'-b'-c'-d' and a''-b''-c''-d'' of Fig. 11a, depending on whether they lost or gained electrons respectively in the writing process. Nevertheless, despite the loss or gain of electrons by an ele-
ment in writing, its positive potential shift when bombarded will be approximately the same, i.e., the lines b-c, b'-c', and b"-c" are approximately equal in Fig. 11a (Ref. 37).

During bombardment of each element by the reading beam, a large fraction of the secondary electrons will return to the target surface as a whole by redistribution. However, the number of electrons which escape to the collector will depend on the potential of the element under bombardment (Ref. 37). For example, if the element had acquired a slightly positive charge in writing, such as indicated by the line a'-b'-c'-d' of Fig. 11a, fewer secondaries would reach the collector and more redistribution electrons return to the target as a whole when the element was bombarded. The opposite would be the case if the element had acquired a negative charge such as indicated by the line a"-b"-c"-d". (Since the potential variations of the target are assumed to be very small, each element can be considered to have the same value of $\delta E$.) As a result of scanning by the reading beam, collector current and capacitative current variations through the target will arise because of potential variations such as b-b' (Fig. 11a) on successive target elements, thus producing an output signal at either of the two electrodes.

The curves of Fig. 11a assume that the writing signal (light pattern) is maintained continuously during reading and that the primary current is low. If the writing signal is not maintained, the continuous landing of redistribution electrons on all the elements will gradually reduce the potential differences. In practice, a reading signal may be obtained for several scans after the writing signal has been cut off.

If higher beam currents are employed in reading, each element will be shifted to the equilibrium potential $V_{eq}$ when bombarded, as in capacity-discharge reading, regardless of the potential variations acquired in writing. This condition is indicated in Fig. 11b, where the solid line a-b-c-d indicates the potential with respect to time of an element before writing, and the dotted lines a-b'-c'-d' and a-b"-c-d" represent the potentials of elements which acquire positive and negative charges respectively under continuous writing action.

3. Grid-Control Reading

In this type of reading the local electrostatic fields at the target, produced by the charges established in writing, control
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(a) the amount of reading-beam current passing through target holes, (b) the currents emitted from the target surface, or (c) the deflection of primary electrons as they are being reflected at the target surface. In all these cases the modulation of the reading beam is not dependent on the landing of reading electrons on the insulated target elements as in capacity-discharge or redistribution reading. Although limited by target

Fig. 11. Instantaneous target-element potentials, $V_{ft}$, as a result of redistribution reading.

(a). Scanning with low-beam current.
(b). Scanning with high-beam current.
leakage and the landing of ions, grid-control reading is thus suitable for reading where output signals are required for relatively long periods of time.

Grid-control reading can be accomplished either by scanning the target with a focused beam or by flooding all the elements with electrons or light. For the production of time-varying output signals the target elements are scanned, whereas for the production of a visual picture the target is either scanned or flooded with the reading beam and the resulting pattern of reading currents made visible on a phosphor surface.

The three different methods of grid-control reading are described below.

a. Transmission Modulation. In this reading method the target is constructed of a metal mesh or perforated conducting plate with insulating material surrounding the holes on either the reading gun side (Fig. 12a and Ref. 52a) or the opposite surface (Ref. 49). From previous writing, a pattern of charges is assumed to have been established on the insulating elements, producing corresponding electrostatic fields in the neighborhood of the target holes. In the reading operation, the potential of the reading-gun cathode is adjusted so that the reading-beam electrons have low velocity as they approach the target surface. The electrostatic fields produced by the stored charges are thus able to control, by coplanar grid action, the number of electrons penetrating each target hole and the corresponding number reflected. The resulting variations in the reading-beam currents which emerge from the target holes constitute the output signal. This form of reading is generally accomplished with the insulating elements sufficiently negative so that none of the reading-beam electrons are able to land on them. (See Parts IV-A-2 and V-B for examples of this type of reading.)

b. Emission Modulation. In this method (Refs. 42, 52, 57), the reading-beam currents originate at conducting elements on the target surface as a result of photoemission (see Fig. 12b), thermal emission, or secondary emission. Between the conducting elements on the target surface are insulated elements assumed to be charged from previous writing. As in transmission modulation, the stored charges produce local electrostatic fields at the target surface which, in this case, control the number of electrons leaving the individual con-
Fig. 12. Grid-control reading systems. A, transmission modulation (visual output); B, emission modulation (visual output); C, reflection modulation (electrical output).
ducting elements of the target. The insulated elements here also are charged to potentials negative with respect to the conducting area of the target so that none of the emitted electrons are able to land on them. (See Parts V-A-1-a, V-A-1-b, and VII-B-4.)

c. Reflection Modulation. In one form of such reading (see Fig. 12c) a thin insulating target is provided with a close-spaced metallic mesh on one side, and a charge pattern is established by the writing gun on the opposite side. The cathode potential of the reading gun is adjusted so that primary electrons approach a given element on the mesh side of the target with very low velocity. The insulating elements are sufficiently negative, with respect to the target mesh, that the reading-beam electrons are unable to land on them. The reading electrons are thus either deflected to the target mesh, or partially or wholly reflected back to the collector, depending on the amount of negative charge stored on the back side of the corresponding target element. By scanning the target with the reading beam, time-varying output currents to the target mesh are produced (and also opposite polarity current variations to the collector mesh) in accordance with the stored charge pattern (Ref. 90).

In another form of reflection modulation, without a target mesh (Part VII-B-3), all the reading-beam electrons are reflected at the target surface and directed back to the reading gun, where a special collector is provided. Because of the variations in the deflection of the reading beam at the target as it undergoes reflection, the trajectories of the returning electrons are correspondingly modulated. These variations in the trajectories in turn cause variations in the number of electrons landing on the special collector as successive target elements are scanned.

C. ERASING AND DECAY

The removal of a stored charge pattern may be accomplished in two ways: either allowing the charges to decay as a result of leakage of the insulated target elements; or by erasing them as, for example, by secondary-emission action. When capacity-discharge reading systems are employed, erasing by secondary-emission action is always involved during reading, since the output signals are obtained from the
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discharge of the target elements themselves. At the same
time, decay of the stored charges may also be a factor assist-
ing in the charge removal.

When grid-control reading systems are employed, the
reading process, as such, generally does not erase the stored
charges by secondary-emission action. In this case, the decay
of the charges by leakage and gas ions are the only erasing
actions during the reading process. If the decay in this case
is not sufficiently rapid or uniform, it is necessary to resort
to secondary-emission action to assist in removing the charges.
It is also frequently possible to erase a charge pattern by
writing over it if equilibrium writing is employed, since in
such writing the target elements will shift to the new poten-
tials regardless of their previous charge.\textsuperscript{18} It is understood,
of course, that all the previously charged elements must be
rescanned if erasure of the entire pattern is to be accom-
plished.

The decay time is determined in general by the leakage of
the target material and the number of gas ions in the tube.
Except insofar as these two conditions can be varied by fac-
tors such as the temperature of the insulating target or the
residual pressure of the storage tube respectively, the decay
time is fixed. The erasing time, however, may be varied with-
in limits, by adjusting the current of the erasing beam or its
cathode voltage. In a capacity-discharge reading system where
reading and erasing are carried on simultaneously, such cur-
rent adjustment will control the reading time as well (since
the reading time is approximately equal to the erasing time)
and also the magnitude of the output signal.

D. HALFTONES

In general, if the output signal or reading current corre-
sponding to a particular element is \underline{continuously variable} as a
function of the input voltage or writing signal over a substan-

\textsuperscript{18}This is generally true except for the case of equilibrium writing by
cathode modulation where the direct-current potential of the writing beam
cathode is less than $V_{crl}$. Here, since the target elements assume potentials
equal to the writing-beam cathode, rewriting can only be accomplished if an
element is to be shifted to a new potential which is more negative. If the in-
stantaneous potential of the writing-beam cathode is made more positive than
the existing potential on an element, primary electrons will be unable to land
on that element.
tial range, it is possible to employ a storage tube for halftone signals. Whether or not the halftones in the output are linear with respect to those in the input will depend on (a) the linearity with respect to the input signal of the charged stored during writing on each element, and (b) the linearity of the output current from a particular element with respect to the charge stored on that element. These two factors will be discussed below as "Halftone Writing" and "Halftone Reading" for the various writing and reading methods.

1. **Halftone Writing**

   a. **Equilibrium Writing.** In this type of writing, the target element potentials can be varied over a continuous range by potentials applied to either the cathode, backplate, or collector, thus resulting in a halftone charge pattern. When the input signals are applied to the backplate or collector the target elements will acquire potentials approximately equal in magnitude to the input signals, so that the halftones will be linear. When the input signals are applied to the cathode, the target elements will be shifted along either the sloping portion a-b or d-e of the equilibrium curve of Fig. 3. Since the line a-b is straight, as is the line d-e with the exception of the curved part near d (see Footnote 3, page 4), the target elements will, in this case, generally acquire linear halftones.

   Equilibrium writing is in some respects to be preferred for the production of linear halftones in that it is to a considerable degree independent of parameters which in other types of writing must be more carefully controlled, such as the linearity of beam current as a function of input voltage or the uniformity of scanning speed when nonequilibrium writing is employed.

   b. **Bistable Writing.** This type of writing, by its mechanism, is intended to give the individual target elements one of two equilibrium potentials. However, methods for retaining halftone information by means of bistable writing have not been published.

   c. **Nonequilibrium Writing.** Since in this type of writing the degree of potential shift of a target element is controlled over a continuous range by the magnitude of the input signal, a halftone charge pattern can be established. The degree of halftone linearity, however, will depend (assuming that the number of primary electrons or light quanta striking each
target element is proportional to the input signal voltage) on whether the charging of the target element is proportional to the number of primary electrons or light quanta.

In particular, if writing is accomplished with a modulated electron beam, the production of linear halftones requires that the collected current ratio $\delta_C$ from each element remain relatively unchanged during the charging of each element in writing. This can be accomplished if, first, the target surface has a potential before writing which falls on a flat portion of the $\delta_C$ curve of Fig. 6 such as to the left of point A or on part F-G; and, second, the potential shifts of the elements do not carry them to sloping portions of the curve such as near points B and D where $\delta_C$ varies rapidly with target potential. For producing linear halftones when $V_{ft}$ is positive, it is assumed that redistribution is avoided by the use of a barrier grid at the target surface.

If modulated light is employed for writing, linearity of halftones requires that the storage elements always be maintained sufficiently negative with respect to the collector so that all the emitted photoelectrons reach the collector.

If the writing is accomplished by backplate modulation, a linear halftone charge pattern can be established provided, first, a very low beam current is used so that none of the elements are shifted to the equilibrium potential $V_{eq}$ when bombarded; and, second, the input signals are maintained sufficiently small so that the target surface potential variations occur on the relatively linear portion of the $\delta_C$ curve of Fig. 6 near point C.

d. Redistribution Writing. This type of writing is capable of producing halftones, but, because of the relatively small potential variations possible in such writing (see Part III-A-4), the halftone range is correspondingly small. In practice, if small writing signals are applied, halftone picture signals can be produced which are relatively linear (see Part VII-A-1).

e. Induced-Conductivity Writing. Since the degree of induced conductivity can be controlled by the amount of primary current or incident light, a halftone charge pattern can be established in this type of writing. Although the induced conductivity is a more or less linear function of primary current or light, assuming small values, the discharge of the target elements is an exponential function, $e^{-k\sigma}$, of the induced conduc-
tivity $\sigma$ (the bombarding time and capacity of all elements being equal). The degree of halftone linearity will therefore depend on how small a portion of the exponential curve is used; i.e., the variations in the induced conductivity $\sigma$ should be small, restricting the writing to small signals.

2. Reading Halftones

a. Capacity-Discharge Reading. This type of reading may be accomplished either with the reading-beam current (1) sufficiently large so that all the stored-potential variations are removed in a single scan, or (2) the reading-beam current sufficiently small so that output signals are obtained for a number of successive scans.

If reading is accomplished under the first condition, the current variations in the collector or backplate circuits will be linearly related to the magnitude of the stored charge, since variations in the rate of removal of the charges constitute the output-current variations.

If reading is accomplished under the second condition, the production of halftones will depend on which portion of the $\delta_C$ curve of Fig. 6 the target potentials fall. If the target elements are charged to potentials which fall near the upper portion of the curve, such as near point A, the collected current $i_C$ will be essentially constant over a considerable range of variations of $V_{ft}$ and, as a result, the output will be largely a black-and-white signal with relatively small amounts of halftones. Similarly, potential variations which fall on the curve near point F, where $\delta_C$ is also relatively constant, will produce almost entirely black-and-white output signals.

If, however, the target-potential variations fall on the sloping portion B-C-D of the $\delta_C$ curve, variations in the target-element potentials will cause corresponding variations in the output current so that halftones will appear in reading. For potential variations close to point C, where the values of $V_{ft}$ are small, an essentially linear halftone output can be obtained, since the $\delta_C$ curve is most linear at this point.

For example, in the Graphechon (Ref. 54), halftones can be produced if the potential $V_{ft}$ is less than 10 volts with respect to $V_{eq}$. For more negative potentials of $V_{ft}$, black-and-white output signals are produced.

Because of the gradually changing slope of the curve as it approaches the point $V_{ft} = 0$, target elements initially on the
flat portions (to the left of point A and to the right of point D) will, after partial discharge in reading with a low-beam current, shift to the more sloping portion B-C-D, thus producing halftones during later scans toward the end of their discharge.

b. Redistribution Reading. This type of reading is capable of producing halftone output signals which are linear. If very low beam currents are used so that the elements when bombarded do not reach the equilibrium potential $V_{eq}$, the output will be linear, since the amount of current $i_C$ escaping to the collector from a particular element is essentially linear as a function of the target potential (Ref. 37). If higher beam currents are employed, so that each target element is shifted to the equilibrium potential $V_{eq}$ in a single scan, the output will also be linear, since it will be proportional to the amount of charge gained or lost by each element.

c. Grid-Control Reading. This type of reading, depending on a negative grid control by means of the charged elements, is generally capable of providing halftones, since the output-signal current is continuously variable as a function of the potential of the control elements. The actual shape of the curve of output current versus potential on the storage elements will be a function of the geometry of the target and collector system so that the degree of linearity of halftones in reading and the range of target element potentials for such operation will be determined by these factors.

d. Combination of Writing and Reading Methods. Summarizing the above discussion of halftones, under proper operating conditions any one of the writing methods, with the exception of bistable writing, may be employed for establishing a halftone charge pattern. Similarly, any one of the reading methods may be employed for obtaining a halftone output signal, with the exception of the capacity-discharge method, when the target element potentials fall on the flat portions of the $\delta_C$ curve and each element is not completely discharged in a single scan. If long reading time with halftones is required, a grid-control reading method must be employed.
PART IV

SIGNAL-CONVERTER STORAGE TUBES
(ELECTRICAL-ELECTRICAL)

A. PRIMARY-CURRENT-MODULATION TYPES

1. Nonequilibrium Writing — Capacity-Discharge Reading
   (Krawinkel, Kronjäger, and Salow, Ref. 53)

   Description (Fig. 13). This tube employs one electron gun, a target constructed of a metal backplate covered with a thin insulating layer and a collector cylinder. The input signal is applied to the control grid of the electron gun. The output signal is obtained from the backplate as a voltage variation across the output resistor $R_0$.

   Writing. As a result of the scanning process during previous reading, the surface of the insulating target is assumed to be at approximately the collector potential. For writing, the backplate potential is switched from $-50$ volts (maintained during reading) to the writing potential of $-300$ volts. Since the insulating target is very thin, almost all of this $-250$-volt change in potential will appear on the front surface of the insulating target because of the high capacity between its front and back surfaces compared with the capacity between the target surface and the collector. The target is now scanned by the writing beam whose current is modulated by the input signal.

   As indicated in Fig. 13, the cathode potential is maintained at $-1000$ volts. Primary electrons will thus strike the target under the condition $\delta_e > 1$. The front surfaces of the bombarded elements will thus shift their potential positive toward that of the grounded collector since an accelerating field exists between target and collector ($\delta_c > 1$). The target surface will thus acquire a positive charge pattern corresponding to the input signal, since the writing signals modulate the primary current striking the individual target elements.

   In the above writing process the bombarded storage elements are allowed to charge positively by only a small fraction of the $-250$ volts potential difference existing between the
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front of the storage surface and the collector. This condition prevents loss of resolution by providing an adequate accelerating field at the storage surface for the secondary electrons so that redistribution effects (secondary electrons from a bombarded storage element landing at another storage element instead of at the collector) are reduced.

![Diagram of signal-converter storage tube](image)

Fig. 13. Signal-converter storage tube (Krawinkel, Kronjäger, and Salow).

A, accelerating anode; C, primary current control grid; G, collector; \( i_c \), collected current; \( i_{pr} \), primary current; K, cathode; P, backplate; \( R_i \), input resistor; \( R_o \), output resistor; T, insulating target.

Reading. For reading, the backplate potential is switched back to -50 volts and the surface is scanned by the unmodulated beam. As a result of writing, the target elements will now have small varying positive potentials with respect to the collector. Although the cathode potential is still maintained at -1000 volts, thus maintaining \( \delta_e > 1 \), the elements, because of their positive potentials with respect to the collector, will have values of \( \delta_c < 1 \) so that the action of the primary electrons during reading will be to shift the target-element potentials toward that of the collector. As the target elements
are scanned in the reading process, the variations in $\delta_c$ will cause variations in the current reaching the collector and corresponding voltage variations across the output resistor $R_0$. Since more than one scanning frame (copy) of the storage pattern is usually desired, the primary current is chosen so that the target elements are only partially discharged in a single scan.

Erasing. Since the process of reading as described above acts to remove the stored charge pattern and at the same time shift the target surface toward the equilibrium potential necessary for writing, no erasing procedure is required other than normal reading of several frames.

Polarity and Halftones. The output polarity of this device is positive in the sense that an increasing positive input voltage will cause an increasing positive output voltage from the corresponding storage element. This can be seen from the fact that a positive signal applied to the control grid will increase the primary current, causing a particular target element to undergo a positive shift in potential. During the reading process this target element will acquire a net increase in electrons, thus shifting negative and causing a reduction in the number of secondaries reaching the collector with a consequent positive output.

Since writing is accomplished with the target surface always substantially negative with respect to the collector (points to the left of A, Fig. 6), $\delta_c$ is relatively constant and a halftone pattern can be established which is linear with respect to the writing-beam current (see Part III-D-1-c). During reading, the output signals may not be linear since the target potential variations must be of sufficient magnitude to provide a signal of more than one output scan, which in turn requires that the potential variations fall on the nonlinear portion of the $\delta_c$ curve of Fig. 6 near point D, for example.

Additional Considerations. As described in Ref. 53, this tube was operated with the potential switching applied to the collector. Also, in actual construction, the storage target was made of a conducting glass with a relatively short decay time to reduce the erasing time for the purpose of frequency conversion in television systems.
2. Nonequilibrium Writing—Grid-Control Reading

(Hergenrother and Gardner, Ref. 49)

Description (Fig. 14). This tube employs a storage target, an electron gun mounted at one end of the tube, and a collector-reflector electrode adjacent to the target on the opposite side. The storage target consists of a sheet of fine conducting mesh, S, coated on the side facing the collector-reflector with an insulating material but with the perforations of the mesh kept open. Input signals are applied to the control grid of the electron gun. Output signals are obtained from the collector-reflector electrode as voltage variations across the output resistor $R_o$. (The output may also be viewed directly as a visual picture, as described in Part V-A-1-c.)

Writing. As a result of scanning during previous erasing, it is assumed that the insulating surface of the target is uniformly charged to $-70$ volts with respect to the storage mesh. For writing, the cathode is maintained at $-1500$ volts and the storage mesh S is switched to $-1200$ volts. Because of the high capacity between the mesh and the surface of the insulating material, the potential of the surface will be $-1270$ volts, i.e., $-70$ volts with respect to the mesh. Input signals are now applied to the control grid of the electron gun as the target is scanned by the primary beam. Primary electrons incident at the holes of the storage mesh will pass through them but will be reflected in the space between the collector-reflector electrode and the storage target, since the potential of the collector-reflector, $-1800$ volts, is more negative than that of the electron-gun cathode. Because of the relatively short distance of travel, the reflected electrons will strike the insulating elements at points very close to the target holes from which they initially emerged. Since the reflected electrons striking the insulating surface will have 230 volts energy, they will bombard the surface under the condition $\delta_e > 1$. The insulated elements will thus tend to charge positive toward the potential of the storage mesh, which in this case acts as the collector. Since the primary current is modulated by the input signal, the amount of positive potential shift of each target element will be controlled as the storage surface is scanned and a pattern of potential variations will be established on the insulator.

Reading. For reading, the collector-reflector electrode
is switched to -1300 volts, the storage mesh switched to -1450 volts, for example, and the target scanned with the unmodulated primary beam. Under these conditions, the insulating elements will have potentials in the region between -1520 and -1450 volts (those elements uncharged in writing being still -70 volts with respect to the target mesh S and thus below gun-cathode potential, and the charged elements being less negative or above gun-cathode potential). Because of the negative charges on the insulating elements, decelerating fields of varying magnitudes will exist in the space adjacent to the
target on the insulating side. As a result, the number of primary electrons (whose energy at the target mesh is 50 volts), which will penetrate the target holes will depend on the amount of negative charge stored on the corresponding insulating elements. Those electrons which penetrate the target holes will be accelerated to the collector-reflector, producing current variations at this electrode and corresponding voltage variations across the output resistor $R_0$ as the target is scanned.

**Erasing.** For erasing, the collector-reflector is switched to $-1800$ volts, the storage mesh switched to $-1430$ volts, for example, and the target scanned with the unmodulated primary beam. Under these conditions, it is assumed that the primary electrons (whose energy at the target mesh $S$ is now 70 volts) will have sufficient energy to pass through the holes of the mesh, but, because of the decelerating field in the space between the reflector-collector and the storage surface, they will be reflected, striking the insulating elements. Since it is also assumed that the primary electrons strike the insulating elements under the condition $\delta_e < 1$ because of the low bombarding energy, all the elements will be shifted to the potential of the electron-gun cathode.

**Polarity and Halftones.** The output polarity of this device is negative in the sense that a more positive input signal voltage causes a more negative output signal voltage from the corresponding storage element. Since the more positive input signals increase the primary current in writing, the corresponding target elements will be charged more positive. As a result, more primary electrons will be capable of passing through the corresponding target holes to the collector-reflector in reading, producing a more negative output across $R_0$.

By means of the nonequilibrium writing employed, a halftone charge pattern can be established in writing. This pattern, in turn, is capable of producing a halftone output signal because of the grid-control reading method.

**Additional Considerations.** The decay time of the charge pattern established in writing (reading beam cutoff) may be many hours, controlled by the resistivity of the insulating material used. Although during continuous reading the positive ions generated by the reading beam will gradually diminish the potential of the more negative insulating elements, as
many as 25,000 readings can be made before any substantial reduction in the charge pattern is noted.

In order to obtain a small spot size, the primary beam is accelerated to 1500 volts energy and maintained at this potential in the anode region. To minimize defocusing when the beam is decelerated to the potential of the storage mesh, an anode screen, M, is provided close to the storage mesh so that the decelerating space is very short.

Because of the necessity for switching the potential of the reflector-collector between writing and reading, these two processes cannot be accomplished simultaneously regardless of the fact that only one gun is employed.

In addition to the writing process described above where the conducting storage mesh is maintained above the cathode potential by a value greater than the first crossover potential $V_{cr1}$ of the storage material, writing can also be accomplished by maintaining the storage mesh below $V_{cr1}$ so that the bombarded elements are shifted negative. In this case the output polarity will be positive.

3. Induced-Conductivity Writing

Capacity-Discharge Reading (Graphechon)

(Pensak, Refs. 17, 54, 55)

**Description** (Fig. 15). This tube employs a writing gun mounted at one end of the tube, a reading gun mounted at the opposite end, a thin insulating target between them, and a collector cylinder surrounding the target. The target consists of a sheet of thin insulating material, such as magnesium fluoride, approximately 0.5 micron thick, evaporated onto one side of a thin aluminum foil which is supported on a fine metallic mesh having a high electron transmission. The writing gun, facing the aluminum-covered side of the target, is operated with a high negative potential so that electrons from it have sufficient energy to pass through the foil, causing induced conductivity in the insulator. The input signal is applied to the control grid of the writing gun. The output signal is obtained from the backplate as a voltage variation across the output resistor $R_o$. Simultaneous writing and reading can be accomplished by means of the two guns.

**Writing.** As a result of the scanning process during previous reading, the insulating surface of the target is assumed
to be approximately at collector potential. Since the aluminum foil on the opposite side of the target is always maintained at about \(-50\) volts, a potential difference of 50 volts will have been established between the front surface of the insulating target and the back. Writing is accomplished by scanning the target with the writing beam whose current is modulated by the input signal. Since the cathode potential of the writing gun is sufficiently negative, \(-10,000\) volts, for example, primary electrons from the writing beam will penetrate the aluminum foil and the insulating layer. The resulting bombardment-induced conductivity in the insulating target elements will
lower the potential of their front surfaces by varying degrees to that of the -50-volt aluminum backplate. The front surface of the insulating target will thus acquire a pattern of potential variations between 0 and -50 volts.

Reading. Reading is accomplished by scanning the target surface with the unmodulated reading beam. Since the cathode of the reading gun is operated at approximately -1000 volts, there will be little effects from bombardment-induced conductivity, and all the target elements, by secondary-emission action (δ_e > 1), will shift their potentials acquired during writing toward that of the collector. As the elements are sequentially charged positive during this process, a corresponding capacity current to the backplate will arise, producing a signal voltage across the output resistor R_0. By adjusting the current in the reading beam, the reading time can be varied from a few seconds to about a minute.

Erasing. Since the process of reading as described above acts to remove the stored charge pattern and at the same time bring the target surface to the equilibrium potential necessary for writing, no erasing procedure is required other than normal reading.

Polarity and Halftones. The output polarity of this device is positive in the sense that a more positive input signal voltage will cause a more positive voltage in the output from the corresponding storage element. This follows from the fact that a positive signal applied to the writing-gun control grid will increase the primary current, thus lowering the potential of the target elements by increasing the bombardment-induced conductivity. During reading, the potential of these elements will be shifted positive, thus capacitively producing a positive voltage across the output resistor.

The output signal will contain halftones (assuming that they have been established during writing), only if the target elements have potentials V_{ft} such that the potential difference V_{ft} - V_{eq} is small, for example, between 0 and -10 volts. In this voltage range the target elements will have potentials falling on the sloping portion of the δ_c curve in the range B-C of Fig. 6. As a result, the collected current i_{C} and also the capacitive current to the output resistor will be more or less proportional to the potential of the target elements. If the elements are more negative with respect to V_{eq} than about -10 volts, they will fall on the relatively flat portion of the
δc curve, near point A, so that poor or no halftones will be observed in the output unless the reading-beam current is sufficiently large to bring each element to equilibrium in a single scan.

**Additional Considerations.** When the tube is employed for simultaneous writing and reading, it is necessary to prevent the writing-beam current modulations from generating a signal directly in the output. This may be accomplished by intensity-modulating the reading beam at a frequency such as 30 megacycles, well above the maximum frequency contained in the input writing signal. As a result, the desired output will be an amplitude-modulated 30-megacycle signal, which can be separated from the lower-frequency components produced by the writing beam and rectified to produce the desired reading signal.

The maximum number of scanning frames (copies) obtainable during reading depends on the magnitude of the voltage variations established on the target during writing and the minimum reading-beam current which may be employed without the amplifier noise becoming appreciable with respect to the output signal. In practice, if the target is scanned in a typical television manner, approximately 1000 copies can be obtained.

4. **Bistable Writing—Capacity-Discharge Reading**
   (**‘Memory Tube’**)  
   (Haeff, Ref. 48)

**Description (Fig. 16).** This tube employs a thin insulating target, a writing gun, a reading gun, a holding gun, and a fine-mesh collector grid near the target surface. The input signal is applied to the control grid of the writing gun. The output signal is obtained from the collector grid as a voltage variation across the output resistor R₀. (The output may also be obtained as a visual picture, as described in Part V-A-3.) With the aid of the holding beam, a pattern of stored charges, once established on the target surface, will be maintained indefinitely despite the removal of a portion of them by reading or leakage. By means of the separate writing and reading guns, simultaneous writing and reading can be accomplished.

**Writing.** In this device, the writing signal shifts the desired elements from one equilibrium potential to the other,
as discussed in Part III-A-2 under Bistable Writing. The charge pattern established in writing may have either one or two polarities. In one form of this writing called "white-on-black" writing, all the elements are initially at the cathode potential of the holding gun, −75 volts, for example, with respect to the collector, and the action of the writing beam together with that of the holding beam is to shift the potential of the desired elements positive to approximately the collector potential. In the other form of this writing, called "black-on-white" writing, all the elements are initially at approximately the collector potential, and the action of the writing beam together with that of the holding beam is to shift the potential of the desired elements negative to the holding-beam cathode potential. In either case the cathode voltage of the holding
beam must be greater than the first crossover potential $V_{cr1}$ (assumed here to be 50 volts) of the target material.

Although, as indicated in Fig. 16, the holding beam is shown as flooding all the target elements simultaneously, the holding action may also be accomplished by scanning the elements during or after writing. However, if the holding and writing beams bombard the target elements simultaneously, it is necessary that the writing-beam current be sufficiently high with respect to the holding-beam current so that in shifting the target-element potentials it can overcome the secondary-emission action of the holding beam.

1. White-on-Black Writing. In this case the writing beam must shift the target elements positive. This is accomplished by operating the writing-gun cathode at a potential such as $-600$ volts, as indicated in Fig. 16. The target elements, initially at $-75$ volts, will thus be bombarded by primary electrons with $525$ volts energy and charge toward the collector potential, since $\delta_e > 1$. The writing-beam current, however, must be sufficiently large so that, in the scanning time allowed, it will shift the elements positive by an amount greater than $V_{cr1}$ with respect to the holding-gun cathode. If this condition exists, the holding beam will assist the writing beam in shifting the corresponding target elements positive and will maintain them at collector potential after writing (see Part III-A-2). By applying the input signal to the control grid of the electron gun, the desired elements will be shifted positive and a potential pattern will be established on the target surface.

2. Black-on-White Writing. In this case the writing beam must shift the target elements negative. This is accomplished by operating with the writing-gun cathode at a potential of $-40$ volts, as indicated in Fig. 16. The target elements, initially at approximately collector potential, will thus be bombarded by primary electrons with $40$ volts energy and charge toward the cathode potential of the writing gun, since $\delta_e < 1$. The writing-beam current must also in this case be sufficiently high so that in the scanning time allowed it will shift the desired elements negative to a potential less than the amount $V_{cr1}$ above that of the holding-gun cathode. The holding beam will thus assist the writing beam in shifting the corresponding target elements and maintaining them at the holding-gun cathode.
potential. By applying the input signal to the control grid of the writing gun as the target is scanned by the writing beam, the desired elements can be shifted negative and a potential pattern can be established on the target surface.

Reading. Since as a result of previous writing the target elements are neither at the cathode potential of the holding gun (−75 volts) or at approximately the collector potential (0 volts), an output reading signal can be obtained by scanning the target with a reading beam whose cathode is sufficiently negative, −1000 volts, for example, so that all the elements will be bombarded by primary electrons with a secondary-emission ratio of δ_e > 1. Under this condition, those target elements at approximately collector potential will have a value of δ_c = 1, whereas those elements at −75 volts will have a value of δ_c > 1. As a result, a signal will be produced across the output resistor R_O by the current variations to the collector grid. Since the capacity-discharge action of this reading process causes the negatively charged elements to discharge, it is necessary that the reading-beam current be sufficiently small so that none of the negative elements will be shifted positive beyond the point where they have potentials greater than V_{CR1} with respect to the holding-gun cathode. If this occurs, the holding beam will shift the negative elements to collector potential, thus erasing the stored charge pattern.

Erasing. For erasing, all the target elements must be shifted to the common potential assumed before writing, i.e., cathode potential of the holding gun (−75 volts) if “white-on-black” writing is used, or approximately collector potential (0 volts) if “black-on-white” writing is used. For “white-on-black” writing, erasing can be accomplished by flooding or scanning all the target elements with the holding beam but with the cathode potential of the holding gun reduced from its value of −75 volts to a value below V_{CR1}, such as −40 volts. All the target elements at collector potential will now be bombarded with primary electrons such that δ_e < 1 and will shift their potentials to the −40-volt cathode potential. Shifting the holding-gun cathode once again to −75 volts will now bring the −40-volt target elements to −75 volts, since they will again be bombarded with primaries under the condition δ_e < 1. Erasing may also be accomplished for “white-on-black” writing by scanning all the target elements with the writing beam but switching the potential of the writing gun to
that employed during writing "black-on-white," since in this condition the elements will be shifted to the cathode potential of the holding gun as desired.

For "black-on-white" writing, erasing can be accomplished by scanning the target elements with the reading beam but with the holding gun cut off. In this case the negative target elements will be shifted to the collector potential by the capacity-discharge action of the reading beam if the reading process is allowed to continue. If desired, erasing can also be accomplished by shifting the potential of the writing-gun cathode to that employed in writing "white-on-black" and scanning the target elements, since this will shift the potential of all the target elements to the collector potential.

Polarity and Halftones. For "white-on-black" writing the output polarity is positive in the sense that a positive signal input voltage causes a positive output voltage from the corresponding storage element. This results from the fact that a positive input signal shifts the corresponding target elements in the positive direction to the collector potential. During reading, these elements have a value of $\delta_C = 1$ while the negative areas have a value of $\delta_C > 1$, so that fewer secondary electrons reach the collector from these elements, producing a corresponding positive output voltage across $R_0$. For "black-on-white" writing the output polarity is negative, since the same relationships apply in reading except that a positive signal input voltage shifts the corresponding target elements negative instead of positive.

As discussed in Part III-D-1, a halftone charge pattern cannot be established by the type of writing employed in this tube, and consequently no halftone output signals can be obtained.

Additional Considerations. Since separate writing and reading guns are employed, both the writing and reading operations may be accomplished simultaneously, provided that the secondary currents in the output from the writing action are separated from those generated by the reading action. This can be achieved by the same method employed in the case of the Graphehon tube (Part IV-A-3), by modulating the reading-beam current at a high frequency and separating the signals in the output.

Since the potential of the "black" elements in a stored charge pattern is relatively large (–75 volts as described
IV. SIGNAL-CONVERTER TUBES

above) these target elements may be shifted in potential by substantial amounts during each reading scan and thus produce a large output signal as compared to other signal-converter storage tubes where the potential shift in reading may be only several volts. Since the holding gun beam acts to restore the writing pattern, a relatively large output signal can be obtained continuously.

In operation, the cathode potential of the holding gun must not be made too negative since a correspondingly large potential difference will exist between the "black" elements (at holding-gun-cathode potential) and the "white" elements (at collector potential). If this potential difference is too large, the resulting potential gradients between elements will cause the more positive ("white") areas to spread over the entire target surface.

In general, from the standpoint of resolution, it is desirable to employ "white-on-black" writing, since in this form of writing a higher writing-beam electron velocity is employed, which enables better focusing of the writing beam.

B. CATHODE-VOLTAGE-MODULATION TYPES

Equilibrium Writing — Grid-Control Reading
(Knoll and Randmer, Ref. 52)

Description (Fig. 17). This tube employs a two-sided target, a collector cylinder, and a writing gun on one side of the target and a reading gun on the opposite side. The target is constructed of a thin aluminum foil which may be supported by a fine-mesh grid and whose side facing the writing gun is covered with a mosaic of tiny insulating particles such as magnesium oxide. Input signals are applied to the cathode of the writing gun. Output signals are obtained from the aluminum foil (backplate) as voltage variations across the output resistor $R_O$. With the aid of separate writing and reading guns, guns, simultaneous writing and reading can be accomplished.

Writing. As a result of the scanning process during previous erasing, the mosaic of insulated particles is assumed to be at approximately the potential of the target foil which is maintained at −100 volts. For writing, the target is scanned by the writing beam while the input signals are applied to the
cathode of the writing gun. Since the direct-current bias of the writing-gun cathode is maintained at -4020 volts and the second crossover potential $V_{cr2}$ of the insulating particles is assumed to be 4000 volts, the bombarded element will shift to an equilibrium potential, $V_{eq}$, on the sloping portion d-e of the equilibrium curve of Fig. 3 (assuming sufficient beam current). Because of the modulation of the writing-gun-cathode voltage by the input signal, the bombarded target element will

Fig. 17. Signal-converter storage tube (Knoll and Randmer).
A, accelerating anodes; G, collector; $i_{pr}$, primary current; $i_c$, collected current; $K_r$, reading-gun cathode; $K_w$, writing-gun cathode; P, backplate (aluminum foil); $R_i$, input resistor; $R_o$, output resistor; T, insulating mosaic.
thus acquire corresponding variations in potential along the line d-e. These variations, however, will be superimposed on the negative potential which the target element would acquire when scanned in the absence of an input signal. If, for example, the slope of the d-e of Fig. 3 were 45 degrees and it were entirely linear, the pattern of potential variations established in the target in writing would be superimposed on a -20-volt level.

Reading. Reading is accomplished by scanning the target with the unmodulated reading beam. The potential of the reading-gun cathode (-15,000 volts, for example) is assumed to be such that the primary electrons striking the target will have sufficient energy to penetrate almost the entire thickness of the thin aluminum foil. As a result, secondary electrons will be emitted not only from the side of the foil facing the reading gun but also from the opposite side which is covered with the insulating mosaic. The secondary electrons emitted from the mosaic side of the target foil (a large fraction of which have energies less than several volts) must pass between the insulated particles in order to reach the collector. Since the insulated particles are charged to varying degrees negative with respect to the backplate, they act as control grids, creating a decelerating field which varies from element to element over the mosaic side of the target surface. As a result, the value of $\delta_c$ of the aluminum-foil secondary-emitting cathode will correspondingly vary as the target is scanned, and voltage variations will be produced across the output resistor $R_0$. Since the insulated particles are assumed to be charged negative with respect to the target foil, secondary electrons will, in general, be unable to reach them in the reading process, so that, neglecting leakage and discharge due to positive ions, reading can be continued for an extended period.

Erasing. For erasing, all the insulated elements must be returned to the potential of the target foil. This may be accomplished by scanning the target with the writing beam but with the cathode of the writing gun switched to -1000 volts, for example, so that primary electrons will now bombard the storage elements under the condition $\delta_e > 1$, thus tending to charge them positive. Although in general a homogeneous insulating target would charge to the collector potential, in this case the exposed backplate acts as a collector and maintains
C. BACKPLATE-MODULATION TYPES

the mosaic particles at the backplate potential. This is due to the fact that any tendency of the insulated elements to become positive with respect to the target foil will be counteracted by secondary electrons from the foil being attracted to the particles and charging them negatively, and the suppression of coplanar grid effect of secondaries leaving the particles.

Polarity and Halftones. The output polarity of this device is positive in the sense that an increasing input voltage will cause an increase in the output voltage from the corresponding storage element. This is explained by the fact that a positive input signal applied to the writing gun will cause the corresponding storage element to shift more positive, allowing more secondary current $i_C$ to leave the target element during reading. As a result, there will be a corresponding increase in the electron current through $R_0$ to the target foil from ground and the output-signal voltage will be more positive.

Since equilibrium writing is employed, a linear halftone charge pattern can be established during writing, assuming operation is on a linear portion of the line d-e of the equilibrium curve of Fig. 3. In the reading process, the output currents can provide halftones because of the grid-control action. The linearity in this case will depend on the scale of potential variations of the insulated storage elements falling in the proper range of the grid-control system. This can be achieved by adjusting the direct-current cathode potential of the writing gun so that in the absence of an input signal the target will assume a suitable negative equilibrium potential, $V_{eq}$.

C. BACKPLATE-MODULATION TYPES

Equilibrium Writing — Capacity-Discharge Reading

(Radechon)

(Jensen, Smith, Mesner, and Flory, Ref. 51)

Description (Fig. 18). This tube employs one electron gun, a collector cylinder, a target constructed of a metal backplate covered with a thin insulating sheet (0.5 — 5.0 mils thick), and a fine-mesh barrier grid spaced several mils from the insulating surface. The input signal is applied to the backplate. The output signal is obtained from the collector as voltage variations across the output resistor $R_0$. This tube as frequently
employed differs from the other signal converter tubes in that the output signal does not correspond to the input signal but to the difference between the input signals applied during successive scans. Writing and reading are thus accomplished simultaneously.

Writing. Because of the 110-volt potential difference between the target and the cathode of the electron gun, the insulating surface is assumed to be bombarded by primary electrons under the condition $\delta_e > 1$. As a result, the insulating surface, during scanning in the absence of an input signal, will assume an equilibrium potential, $V_{eq}$, slightly positive with respect to the barrier grid (see Part I-J) since the barrier grid acts as the effective collector. When an input signal is applied to the backplate, the entire front surface of the insulating layer will capacitively undergo corresponding potential variations. If the target is simultaneously scanned by the primary beam, (assuming sufficient primary current) each particular element when bombarded will be maintained by secondary-emission action at the equilibrium potential against

---

Fig. 18. Signal-converter storage tube (Radechon).

A, accelerating anode; G, collector; $i_c$, collected current; $i_{pr}$, primary current; K, cathode; P, backplate; $R_i$, input resistor; $R_o$, output resistor; S, barrier grid; T, insulated target.
the action of the instantaneous backplate voltage. Because of this action, at the end of a single scan, a pattern of potential variations will be left on the target surface equal and opposite to the signal applied to the insulating surface during writing.

Reading. If the writing process described above is repeated with a new input signal which differs from the original signal, the resultant pattern of potential variations on the target surface will correspond to the second signal regardless of the previous target potentials since each element while being scanned during the second signal will again shift to the equilibrium potential $V_{eq}$ as was the case during the first signal. However, the net charge added or subtracted from each element as it is scanned the second time will depend directly on the amount of potential shift the element must undergo in changing from its original potential to the new potential. As the successive elements are scanned, the target current $i_t$ (the time rate of addition or subtraction of charges to the target surface) will cause corresponding variations in the collected current $i_C$, since the relationship $i_{pr} = i_t + i_C$ exists and the primary current $i_{pr}$ is constant. In other words, during the second scan the collected reading current $i_C$ will be a direct measure of the difference in signal voltage applied to the respective target elements during this scan as compared to the signal voltage applied during the first scan.

By the same process, new input signals applied during successive scans will produce voltages across the output resistor corresponding to the difference between the signal being applied and the last previous stored signal. In particular, if identical time-varying input signals are applied to the backplate during successive scans, no variations will result in the collected current $i_C$. If, during successive scans, the applied input signals are not identical, variations will be observed in $i_C$ corresponding only to those particular elements where the input signal is being changed.

Erasing. As described above, the writing of a new signal automatically erases the previous signal. Erasing as a separate action is therefore not required.

Polarity and Halftones. The polarity of this tube is positive in the sense that, if, for a particular element, the input signal is more positive than the previous input signal, a positive output signal will be produced. This polarity exists because a positive increase in voltage applied to the backplate
on successive scans for a particular element requires an increase of negative charge or an increase of electron current $i_t$ to the target to maintain the surface at the equilibrium potential $V_{eq}$. The resulting decrease in collected current $i_c$ causes a positive voltage variation across the output resistor $R_0$.

Since the writing method employed is of the equilibrium type, relatively linear halftone charge patterns with respect to the input voltage can be stored. The output also contains corresponding linear halftone differences between successive stored charge patterns, since the target elements are charged essentially to the new potentials during each scan.

Additional Considerations. As discussed above, the tube is constructed with a barrier grid closely spaced to the insulating surface. One function of this grid, as mentioned in Part I-J, is to avoid redistribution effects by preventing those secondary electrons which penetrate its plane from returning to the target surface because of the accelerating field between the collector cylinder and the barrier grid. Since those secondary electrons with insufficient energy to penetrate the barrier grid are returned to a point on the target surface very close to the point from which they were emitted, little loss of resolution is caused. Another function of this grid is to reduce coplanar grid effects, i.e., the tendency of an element which has acquired a large negative charge to prevent landing of primary electrons or leaving of secondary electrons from adjacent elements during scanning.

Although in the above discussion it has been assumed that the target elements reach the equilibrium potential $V_{eq}$ during scanning, in practice this ideal condition may not be entirely possible. In other words, if an input signal $V_S$ is applied capacitively to the surface of a target element during bombardment, the resulting element potential after scanning will be $-fV_S$ where the "discharge factor" $f$ is usually somewhat less than unity and is a function of the primary beam current, target capacitance, spot size, scanning speed, and input signal.

This tube may also be employed for storing a charge pattern by applying input signals to the backplate in equilibrium writing and then obtaining an output signal from the collector by subsequent scanning of the target with the writing signals cut off. Nonequilibrium writing may also be accomplished with this tube by modulation of the primary current, as in the
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case of the tube described in Part IV-A-1 (Krawinkel, Kronjäger, and Salow), or by applying the input signals to the backplate. An example of the latter case is given in Ref. 46 (Harrington and Rogers), where input signals are applied in a number of successive scans before reading, for the purpose of integration. In this case, the primary-beam current is made sufficiently small so that the target elements do not reach equilibrium in a single writing scan. For linear integration, however, such a writing method is restricted to operation on the linear sloping portion B-C-D of the $\delta_c$ curve of Fig. 6.
PART V

VIEWING STORAGE TUBES
(ELECTRICAL—VISUAL)

A. PRIMARY-CURRENT-MODULATION TYPES

1. Nonequilibrium Writing—Grid-Control Reading

a. Photoelectric Viewing Cathode—Single-Sided Target
(Krawinkel, Ref. 42)

Description (Fig. 19). This tube employs one electron gun, a collector cylinder, a storage target, and a viewing phosphor. The target is constructed of a metal backplate covered with a continuous photoelectric layer upon which is a mosaic of insulating particles. The input signal is applied to the control grid of the electron gun. The output is obtained as a visual picture on the phosphor surface.

Writing. As a result of the scanning process during previous erasing, the insulating mosaic elements are assumed to be at approximately zero potential, equal to the target photosurface and collector. For writing, the target is scanned by the primary beam with the electron-gun cathode set at -7000 volts, for example, and the target backplate is maintained at zero potential (collecter potential). Under these conditions the input signals are applied to the control grid of the electron gun. Since the second crossover potential $V_{cr2}$ of the insulating elements is, in this case, assumed to be below 7000 volts, primary electrons will strike them under the condition $\delta_e < 1$ and tend to charge them negatively toward the equilibrium potential. (Under these conditions the equilibrium potential will fall on the line d-e of the equilibrium curve of Fig. 3.) Because of the current modulation of the primary beam, however, each target element is allowed to shift by only a controlled amount toward this equilibrium potential so that as a result of a single scan a pattern of negative stored charges will be established on the target surface corresponding to the input signal.

Reading. For reading, the primary beam is cut off (for
example, by switching the cathode to zero potential, the target backplate (and its associated photocathode) is switched negative to −5000 volts, and light from an external source is allowed to flood the storage surface. Although photoelectrons will be generated over the entire target surface, the charged insulating elements will prevent photoelectrons from leaving the adjacent photoelectric elements of the target by coplanar
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Fig. 19. Photoelectric viewing storage tube (Krawinkel). (a), tube with metallic viewing-cathode support and mosaic storage elements on it. (b), homogeneous insulating plate for the viewing-cathode support.

A, accelerating anode of writing gun; C, control grid of writing gun; E, photosurface (viewing-beam cathode); G, collector; H, transparent supporting insulator; I, electron-optical image from photosurface; I_{c}, collected secondary current of writing beam; I_{pr}, primary current of writing beam; K, cathode of writing gun; L, auxiliary light source for reading; P, backplate with photosurface E; R_{P}, output resistor; T, mosaic of insulating particles; V, viewing phosphor.
grid action to a degree controlled by the amount of charge at each element. Because of the potential difference between the collector cylinder and the target surface, those photoelectrons able to leave the photosurface will be accelerated and focused to an image on the phosphor surface, producing a visible picture which corresponds to the stored charge pattern. Since the mosaic of insulating particles is charged negatively to varying degrees with respect to the photosurface, photoelectrons in general are unable to reach the insulating elements, thus permitting the viewing process to continue for an extended period.

Erasing. Erasing is accomplished by returning the target backplate (and photocathode) to zero potential, switching the cathode of the electron gun to a potential of −1500 volts, for example, which is below the second crossover potential \( V_{c2} \), and scanning the surface with the unmodulated primary beam. Under these conditions the secondary emission ratio \( \delta_e \) of the insulated particles will be greater than 1, and, assuming sufficient beam current and bombarding time, they will all charge to approximately the collector (zero) potential.

Polarity and Halftones. The output polarity of this device is negative in the sense that a more positive input signal will cause less light output from the corresponding phosphor element. This relationship is caused by the fact that the more positive input signals establish greater negative charges on the corresponding elements of the storage surface, which in turn reduce the number of photoelectrons that can reach the phosphor from these elements in reading.

By means of the nonequilibrium writing method employed, a halftone charge pattern can be stored. This pattern in turn can produce a halftone visual picture because of the grid-control reading method employed.

Additional Considerations. Because of the high insulating quality of the particles (either quartz or magnesium oxide which make up the mosaic, the memory time is very long. In practice a stored charged pattern may remain on the target surface for as much as several weeks if the writing and viewing beams are cut off. However, the reading time is much shorter. If the tube is maintained in operation, i.e., continuous reading is employed, the stored charge pattern will be gradually diminished by the action of positive ions reaching the target as indicated in Part III-C. In order to reduce the
number of positive ions formed, therefore, a special getter device with a heated cathode is placed inside the envelope to maintain the gas pressure at a minimum. With a pressure of $5 \times 10^{-7}$ millimeters so obtained, a continuous reading time of 10 to 15 minutes, for example, has been observed.

In order to prevent the auxiliary light source from masking the output picture, it is desirable that the auxiliary light be confined to the ultraviolet and infrared regions of the spectrum where it cannot be seen directly. For this purpose, the photoelectric surface of the target is correspondingly sensitized.\(^{19}\)

Because of difficulties in constructing uniform target surfaces of the type described above, a modified form of target has also been used which operates on the same principle. The modified target, as indicated in Fig. 19b, consists of a homogeneous quartz plate upon which are evaporated diagonal metal stripes of silver or aluminum, all of which are connected to a common metal stripe bordering the edge of the plate. Evaporated in turn on the diagonal metal stripes are tiny photoelectric squares. The exposed quartz areas thus serve as the insulating control elements for the storage of charges, and the photoelectric squares connected to the external circuit through the diagonal stripes serve as the source of viewing electrons for reading.

Although the tube has separate writing and viewing cathodes, simultaneous writing and viewing is not possible because of the necessity for switching the potential of the viewing-beam photocathode between writing and viewing. If simultaneous writing and viewing were attempted, the required accelerating field between the collector and photocathode for viewing would cause serious distortion of the writing-beam trace and focus.

b. Secondary-Emission Viewing Cathode—Two-Sided Target (Knoll and Randmer, Ref. 52)

**Description (Fig. 20).** This tube consists of a two-sided storage target with a viewing phosphor mounted at one end of

\(^{19}\)Although not employed in this tube, another method for preventing the auxiliary light source from interfering with the viewing of the output picture is to coat the viewing phosphor with an electron-transparent aluminum layer. In this case the auxiliary light need not be restricted to the ultraviolet or infrared regions.
the tube, and, at the other end, a writing gun and a reading gun. The target consists of a thin aluminum foil, approximately 1 micron thick, covered on the side facing the phosphor with a mosaic of fine insulating particles. If necessary, the aluminum foil is supported by a fine-mesh metal grid. Input signals are applied to the control grid of the writing gun. The output is obtained as a visual picture on the phosphor surface. By means of the separate writing and reading guns, writing (integration type) and reading can be accomplished simultaneously.

Fig. 20. Viewing storage tube (Knoll and Randmer).

A, accelerating anodes; C, control grid; G, collector cylinder; I, image of secondary currents; \( i_C \), secondary current; \( i_{PR} \), primary current; \( K_R \), reading-gun cathode; \( K_W \), writing-gun cathode; M, insulating mosaic; P, target foil; \( R_1 \), input resistor; V, viewing phosphor.

**Writing.** As a result of scanning during previous erasing, the insulated elements are all assumed to be at approximately the potential of the aluminum foil. For writing, the input signals are applied to the control grid of the writing gun while
the target is scanned with the writing beam. Since the writing
gun cathode is at a potential of -20,000 volts, for example,
primary electrons reaching the target are assumed to have
sufficient energy not only to penetrate the aluminum but also
to strike the insulating elements with an energy correspond-
ing to a potential greater than $V_{\text{cr}2}$ ($\delta_e < 1$). As a result, the
particles will tend to charge negative, in this case toward a
potential which falls on the line d-e of the equilibrium curve
of Fig. 3. Because of the modulation of the writing-beam cur-
rent by the input signal as the target is scanned, the insulating
elements will be charged negative by amounts controlled by
the signal voltage, thus establishing a charge pattern on the
insulating mosaic.

**Reading.** For reading, the entire target is flooded with
primary electrons from the reading gun whose cathode is at
-15,000 volts. The energy of the primary electrons is as-
sumed to be such that, although the electrons do not com-
pletely penetrate the aluminum foil, they cause secondary
electrons to be emitted from the foil on the mosaic side as
well as from the side facing the reading gun. Since the insu-
lating particles are charged negative to varying degrees with
respect to the target foil, they will cause corresponding de-
celerating fields at the unbombarred surface (mosaic side) of
the target. As a result, because of their relatively low veloci-
ties, the number of secondary electrons which are able to
leave this side of the target will vary from element to ele-
ment depending on the negative charge established on the
mosaic in writing. By means of an accelerating and focusing
system, an image of the pattern of secondary currents leav-
ing the target can be formed on the phosphor surface, provid-
ing a visual picture of the stored charge distribution. Since
the mosaic particles are charged negative to varying degrees
with respect to the target foil, the viewing secondary electrons
are prevented from landing on the mosaic, thus permitting the
viewing process to continue for an extended time.

**Erasing.** Because of the nonequilibrium type of writing
employed, a separate erasing action is required. Since an ad-
titional erasing gun is not used, erasing is accomplished by
switching the writing-gun cathode to -17,000 volts, for ex-
ample, so that primary electrons will penetrate the thin alu-
minum foil and strike the insulating elements with an energy
corresponding to a potential between $V_{\text{cr}1}$ and $V_{\text{cr}2}$ ($\delta_e > 1$).
Scanning the target will thus shift all the insulating elements to the potential of the target foil, which in this case acts as the collector.

Polarity and Halftones. The polarity of this device is negative in the sense that a more positive signal will cause less light output from the corresponding phosphor element. Since the more positive input signals permit more beam current in writing, the corresponding insulating elements will be charged more negative, resulting in fewer secondary electrons arriving at the phosphor from the secondary-emission-cathode elements.

By means of the nonequilibrium writing employed, a halftone charge pattern can be established on the target surface. This pattern in turn can provide a halftone visual picture because of the grid-control reading method used.

Additional Considerations. At the bombarded side of the target foil, secondary electrons are emitted with a range of energies considerably greater than that of thermally or photoemitted electrons (although a large fraction has less than several volts energy). However, this range is much smaller and confined to lower energies for secondaries emitted from the mosaic side of the target foil. The resolution of the resulting viewing-beam pattern at the phosphor surface will thus be sufficiently high for many purposes (although not as high as for a thermionic or photoelectric viewing cathode). Despite the disadvantage in resolution this type of viewing cathode offers the advantage of simplicity.

Although the tube has separate writing and reading guns, writing and erasing must follow each other in sequence. If simultaneous writing, erasing, and reading are desired, equilibrium writing (with, for example, cathode modulation of the writing beam) must be employed instead of primary-current modulation.

c. Reflection Target
   (Hergenrother and Gardner, Ref. 49)

This device is identical to the storage tube described in Part IV-A-2 except that the collector-reflector is in this case an open-meshed metallic screen, followed by a thin layer of phosphor (see Fig. 14). The major portion of the reading-beam electrons reaching the collector-reflector will, instead of being collected, pass through it and strike the phosphor,
producing a visible picture of the stored charge pattern. Although electrical and visual output signals can be obtained simultaneously, if only a visual output is required the entire target may be flooded with electrons by defocusing the primary beam during reading. This eliminates the need for scanning the target with a focused reading beam as required when the tube is used as a signal converter.

Simultaneous reading and writing is not possible because a single gun is employed and the potential of the collector-reflector electrode must be switched between writing and reading. The output polarity of the device for viewing (if operated as described in Part IV-A-2) is positive in the sense that a more positive input signal causes an increasing amount of light from the corresponding phosphor element.

2. Nonequilibrium Writing — Light-Valve Reading

(Donal, Ref. 44; Donal and Langmuir, Ref. 45)

Description (Fig. 21). This tube employs one electron gun, a collector cylinder, and a storage target which serves as part of a two-dimensional multi-element light valve. The light valve consists of two thin sheets of mica spaced approximately 1 millimeter apart, between which is a fluid containing tiny platelike particles held in the form of a suspension. One mica sheet faces the electron gun and acts as the storage target. The surface of the other mica sheet is covered with a semi-transparent conducting coating on the side adjacent to the suspension.

During writing, input signals are applied to the control grid of the electron gun, establishing a charge pattern on the target surface. These stored charges produce electric fields across the elements of the suspension valve which control the orientation of the particles and hence the transmission of light through the valve. The output is obtained as a visual picture, directly viewed or projected, when light from an external source is directed through the suspension.

Writing. As a result of the scanning process during previous erasing, the target surface is assumed to be at approximately the collector potential. For writing, the target is scanned by the primary beam with the cathode set at -5000 volts while the input signals are applied to the control grid of the electron gun. Since the second crossover potential $V_{cr2}$
V. VIEWING TUBES

Fig. 21. Light-valve viewing storage tube (Donal and Langmuir).

A, electron-gun anode; C, primary current control grid; F, light-valve suspension; G, collector; I, optical image from suspension valve; \( i_c \), collected secondary current; \( i_{pr} \), primary writing current; K, electron-gun cathode; L, glass lenses; N, transparent conductive coating; P, auxiliary light source; \( R_t \), input resistor; S, transparent insulating sheets; V, projection screen for viewing.

of the mica storage surface is assumed to be 3000 volts, primary electrons will strike the target elements under the condition \( \delta_e < 1 \) and tend to charge them negative toward the equilibrium potential, which, in this case, falls on the line d-e of the equilibrium curve of Fig. 3. Each target element shifts by a controlled amount, however, toward the equilibrium potential because of the current modulation of the primary beam, so that as a result of a single scan a pattern of stored charges will be established on the target surface.

Reading. Since the conductive coating on the outer mica sheet is maintained at collector (zero) potential, the negative
charges stored on the other wall of the valve will cause an electrostatic field across the suspension whose magnitude will vary from element to element in accordance with the amount of stored charge. Because of the platelike shape of the suspension particles, they will tend to orient themselves like dipoles so that their flat surfaces are parallel to the electric field. (It is assumed that the particles are either conducting or have a dielectric constant greater than that of the liquid.) As a result, the transmission of light through the suspension will vary from element to element, depending on the degree of orientation of the particles. This orientation is proportional over a considerable range, to the time duration of the applied field and the square of the field strength. (It is interesting to note that the rate of orientation of the particles is almost wholly controlled by the viscosity of the fluid, the effects of their inertia being negligible in comparison.)

However, because of the conductivity of the suspension, the charges established in writing will be neutralized on the opposite side of the storage target, and the electric field established across the suspension will generally fall to zero in a few hundredths of a second. This will occur despite the fact that the charge pattern stored during writing may be intact on the mica surface outside the suspension. Immediately after a storage element is scanned in the writing process, therefore, the light transmission of the corresponding suspension valve element will begin to increase as the particles start to orient themselves under the influence of the electric field, but, because of the polarization of the light valve due to leakage, the light transmission of the valve element will, after initially rising, fall again to its original value. If an external source of light is directed through the element, a flash of light will be observed through it immediately following the charging process. Thus, the establishing of a charge pattern by scanning the entire storage surface will cause a similar flash of light from each valve element corresponding to the charge pattern, so that a resultant short-duration visible picture will be produced.

Erasing. Because of the polarization of the mica sheet and the consequent removal of the pattern of electric fields across the suspension, the picture decays rapidly, although the stored charge pattern outside the suspension may still be present. Before establishing a new charge pattern it is de-
sirable to unpolarize the target mica sheet. This process, constituting the erasing action, is accomplished by scanning the target with the unmodulated primary beam, but with the cathode of the electron gun switched to the "erase" position of −3000 volts. Under this condition all the target elements will be bombarded with primary electrons whose energy corresponds to a potential equal to or less than the second crossover potential $V_{CR2}$ of the target, and, since sufficient beam current is assumed, all the elements will be shifted to approximately the collector potential. However, this action will set up new fields across the suspension, opposite in polarity from the original fields. Since the orientation of the particles is independent of the polarity of the field, the original picture will be again flashed before the polarizing currents reduce the field to zero. A more detailed consideration shows that, after the target is scanned during "erasing," a pattern of potential variations on the target surface corresponding to the original pattern established during "writing" will still be left on the target surface after the polarizing currents flow, but it will be considerably less in magnitude. Although this remaining pattern can be reduced by successive "erasing" scans, for practical purposes, scanning the target once with a defocused beam will generally suffice before the cathode is switched to the "write" position and new input signals applied.

**Polarity and Halftones.** The output polarity of this device is positive in the sense that a more positive input signal causes an increase in the brightness of the corresponding target element. This relationship exists because a positive signal input to the control grid will establish a correspondingly greater amount of negative charge on a particular storage element, which in turn will create a greater electrostatic field across the suspension valve with consequent increase in light transmission.

Although the nonequilibrium type of writing employed permits an essentially linear halftone charge pattern to be stored, this charge pattern in reading produces a visual picture the brightness of whose elements is proportional to the square of the stored charges (or their potentials).

**Additional Considerations.** This device has been designed primarily for television applications, where best results have generally been obtained when the cathode is switched from the "writing" potential to the "erasing" potential during alternate
scans. Since during the "erasing" scan the primary beam is unmodulated, however, new signal information can be stored only every second scan when the tube is operated in this manner. This requirement limits the usefulness of the tube.

Because of polarization effects, several alternate writing and reading scans with the same input signal may be required before the visual response of the valve is in equilibrium with the stored charge pattern.

3. Bistable Writing — Luminescent Target
(Haefl, Ref. 48)

This device is identical to the storage tube described in Part IV-A-4 except that the insulated storage target is in this case a thin sheet of phosphor on a transparent surface such as glass (see Fig. 16). All the storage operations previously described will be, however, unchanged except that, in addition to electrical reading of the stored information as the target is scanned, the output will also be obtained as a visual picture. Since the holding beam bombards only the "white" areas of the storage target, these areas will fluoresce, leaving the remaining areas dark and thus producing a visual pattern corresponding to the stored information.

As discussed in Part IV-A-4, the primary electrons from the holding gun will have a relatively low energy at the "white" target elements (75 volts), so that the light output from the phosphor will be limited. This energy can be made somewhat higher by changing the operating potentials, but difficulties, as previously mentioned, may arise in that the increased potential gradients on the target surface between the "white" and "black" areas will cause a spreading of the "white" areas. The limitation in light output, however, is partially compensated by the fact that the holding beam may be operated so that it floods all the target elements continuously, in contrast to the scanning action required in a conventional kinescope.

The output polarity of this device depends on whether "white-on-black" or "black-on-white" writing is employed, as mentioned in Part IV-A-4. For "white-on-black" writing the output polarity is positive, whereas for "black-on-white" writing the output polarity is negative. As also discussed previously, no halftones can be produced with this device since it employs bistable writing.
B. CATHODE-MODULATION TYPES

Equilibrium Writing — Grid-Control Reading
(Knoll, Ref. 52a; Knoll and Rudnick, Ref. 52b)

Description (Fig. 22). This tube employs a writing gun, a reading gun, and a collector grid mounted on one side of a storage grid, and a viewing phosphor mounted on the opposite side. The storage grid consists of a fine-mesh metal screen (100—500-mesh per linear inch) covered on the side facing the electron guns with a thin insulating layer of a material such as vitreous silica. The viewing phosphor, spaced a few millimeters from the target, is mounted on a glass sheet with a transparent conducting coating between the phosphor and the glass.

Input signals are applied to the cathode of the writing gun, and output signals are obtained as visual pictures on the phosphor surface. Writing and reading can be accomplished simultaneously by means of the separate writing and reading guns.

Writing. Writing may be accomplished by applying the input signals to the cathode of the writing gun while the storage grid is simultaneously scanned with the writing beam. Since the cathode of the writing gun is maintained at a direct-current potential of −4000 volts, for example, and since the second crossover potential $V_{cr2}$ of the insulating storage elements is assumed to be 3900 volts, each insulating element when scanned will be shifted to a negative potential which falls on the line d-e of the equilibrium curve of Fig. 3, assuming sufficient beam current. In the absence of input signals, the target elements will be charged to a potential of −100 volts with respect to the collector G, i.e., to a potential positive with respect to the writing-gun cathode by an amount equal to $V_{cr2}$, 3900 volts (see Part I-B). However, because of the slope of the line d-e, variations of the writing-gun-cathode potential due to input signals will cause the target elements to acquire potential variations which are slightly above and below −100 volts, (between −95 and −105 volts, for example). As a result of scanning, therefore, the storage target will acquire a pattern of potential variations corresponding to the input signal.

Reading. Reading may be accomplished simultaneously with writing by flooding the entire storage grid with a collimated beam of primary electrons from the reading gun whose
cathode is maintained at a potential of -100 volts. Since the metal grid of the storage target is maintained at a potential close to that of the reading-gun cathode, -90 volts, for example, and the target elements are charged to potentials between -95 and -105 volts by the writing-beam primary electrons, viewing-beam electrons will reach the neighborhood of the target surface with very low velocities. Because of the high potential maintained on the conductive coating adjacent to the phosphor (10,000 volts), a portion of the electrostatic field created between the phosphor and the target screen will penetrate the holes of the storage mesh, tending to draw electrons
through the openings. However, since as a result of writing, the insulating elements of the storage target have potentials close to the reading- (viewing-) gun cathode and the storage mesh, they will act as control grids determining the proportion of primary current which is allowed to pass through each target hole as compared to the primary current reflected to the collector. In this manner a pattern of current variations corresponding to the input signal will flow through the openings of the target, producing a visible picture on the phosphor surface which is mounted close to the storage grid.

Erasing. With cathode modulation in writing, this device requires no separate erasing action before the application of new input signals. Since operation is accomplished along the line d-e of the equilibrium curve of Fig. 3, each target element will shift to a new equilibrium potential when bombarded, corresponding to a new input signal regardless of the potential established by the previous signal (assuming sufficient writing-beam current).

Polarity and Halftones. The output polarity of this device is positive in the sense that an increasing positive signal applied to the cathode of the writing gun will cause an increase in the output brightness of the corresponding element of the viewing phosphor. This is due to the fact that the more positive input signals applied to the writing-gun cathode cause the target elements to be shifted to less negative equilibrium potentials, with the result that more reading (viewing) electrons can pass through corresponding openings of the target to the phosphor.

This device is capable of relatively linear halftone operation. Since equilibrium writing along the portion d-e of the equilibrium curve of Fig. 3 is employed, the linearity of potential variations established on the storage grid in writing will depend on the linearity of the line d-e at the point of operation. In reading, because of the grid-control action of the target, a halftone visual picture may also be obtained.

Additional Considerations. Although, as described above, the writing process is accomplished with the writing-gun

---

20Because of the high ratio of field strengths on both sides of the storage target, each target opening constitutes a tiny electron lens which focuses the viewing-beam electrons into tiny elementary beams. These lenses maintain good resolution of the viewed pattern by preventing overlapping of the elementary beams from adjacent holes.
cathode at a potential greater in magnitude than the second crossover potential \( V_{cr2} \), writing may also be accomplished with the writing-gun cathode below \( V_{cr1} \), in which case the target elements will be charged to the cathode potential of the writing gun. This type of operation, however, requires a separate erasing action, since the writing beam is able only to charge the target elements negative. Such operation also causes difficulty because of resolution problems resulting from the low-beam velocity near the target surface.

In addition to producing a bright single picture for several minutes, this tube (as compared to standard television or radar viewing tubes) offers the advantages of lower anode voltage for the same brightness, and of a smaller signal band width where reduction is desired in frame repetition frequency without flicker effect.

Other versions of this tube have been operated with induced-conductivity writing and nonequilibrium writing. Such types of writing involve primary-current modulation and are not capable of erasing while writing with a common beam, as in the case of equilibrium writing. In the case of tubes employing bombardment-induced conductivity writing the insulating target layer must, of course, be sufficiently thin to be penetrated by the writing beam.

C. COLLECTOR-MODULATION TYPES

Equilibrium Writing — Grid-Control Reading

Photoelectric Viewing Cathode — Double-Sided Target
(Schroeter, Refs. 57, 58)

Description (Fig. 23). This tube consists of a double-sided storage target, a writing gun and collector grid on one side, and a viewing phosphor on the opposite side. The storage target consists of an insulating sheet, approximately 1 micron thick, which is coated on the side facing the viewing phosphor with a photoelectric layer perforated with closely spaced fine holes. The input signal is applied to the collector grid, and the output signal is obtained as a visual picture on the phosphor surface. By means of the double-sided target, writing and reading can be accomplished simultaneously.

Writing. Writing is accomplished by scanning the insulating target with the writing beam and simultaneously apply-
Fig. 23. Photoelectric viewing storage tube (Schroeter).

A, accelerating anodes; E, perforated photosurface; F, metal foil; G, collector grid; I, electron-optical image from photosurface; \( i_c \), collected current; \( i_{pr} \), primary current; K, cathode; L, auxiliary light source; P, transparent sheet; \( R_i \), input resistor; V, viewing phosphor.

ing the input signals to the collector, grid. The cathode potential of the writing gun (−6000 volts) is assumed to be such that the primary electrons will strike the target elements under the condition \( \delta_e > 1 \), tending to shift them to approximately the collector potential. Assuming sufficient primary current, therefore, each target element, as a result of scanning, will acquire a potential equal to the instantaneous signal voltage applied to the collector grid. (As mentioned in Part III-A-1, the collector grid must be spaced close to the target to prevent redistribution effects from interfering with the writing process.)
Reading. For reading, the entire photosurface of the target which is maintained at 20 volts is uniformly flooded with light from an external source. However, because of the perforations in the photosurface, the charges stored on the opposite side of the target during writing will cause decelerating electric fields so that photoelectrons released by the external light at each element will be prevented from leaving the surface to a degree depending on the amount of negative charge stored on the corresponding insulating element behind it. The resultant pattern of currents leaving the photosurface is accelerated and focused to form a visible image on the viewing phosphor, corresponding to the input signal. This image can be viewed for an extended period limited only by the removal of the stored charges by leakage or discharge due to positive ions.

Erasing. Because of the equilibrium writing employed, each insulating element when bombarded will shift to the instantaneous potential of the collector grid regardless of its previous potential. Rescanning of the target with a new input signal will, therefore, leave a pattern of potential variations on the target surface corresponding to the new signal, thus requiring no separate erasing action.

Polarity and Halftones. The output polarity of this device is positive in the sense that a more positive input signal causes an increase in the light output from the corresponding element of the viewing phosphor. This is caused by the fact that the more positive input signals shift the corresponding storage elements more positive in writing. These elements in turn produce less decelerating field, so that more photoelectrons from them can arrive at the phosphor.

Because of the equilibrium writing employed, a relatively linear halftone charge pattern can be stored in writing. By means of the grid-control reading method used, a corresponding halftone picture can be produced from this pattern.

Additional Considerations. In order to prevent the auxiliary light source from interfering with viewing the output picture, the phosphor is coated with a thin film of aluminum, opaque to light, but through which the accelerated image electrons can readily pass because of their 20,000-volt energy. As a means of minimizing disturbance effects due to the interception of primary electrons from the writing beam, the collector is constructed of thin wires 10 microns in diameter,
arranged parallel to the direction of the scan.

Since this tube permits continuous viewing of the output picture at the same time that the new input signals are being applied, it is particularly applicable for television purposes where reduction in frame-repetition frequency without flicker is desired.
PART VI
COMPUTER STORAGE TUBES
(ELECTRICAL-ELECTRICAL)

A. PRIMARY-CURRENT-MODULATION TYPES

Redistribution Writing — Capacity-Discharge Reading
(Williams and Kilburn, Ref. 66)

Description (Fig. 24). This device consists essentially of a conventional single-beam kinescope or oscilloscope tube whose phosphor surface serves as the storage screen. The front face is covered with an external electrode capacitively coupled to the phosphor. Input signals (yes-no information) are applied as either short- or long-duration pulses to the control grid of the gun during scanning. Output signals are obtained across $R_0$ from the external electrode as voltage pulses whose polarity is determined during subsequent scanning by the type of input signal stored at a particular element.

Writing. Writing is accomplished by scanning the target at a uniform speed and applying positive pulses to the electron gun control grid which is biased to cutoff. The positive pulses initiated at regular intervals (approximately 10 microseconds) have one of two time durations: either 2 microseconds or 5 microseconds, for example, depending upon the information to be stored at a particular element. Since the scanning time per line is approximately 300 microseconds and the line width about 1/200 of its length, the beam trace produced by the shorter pulse will be a slightly elongated spot, whereas the trace produced by the longer pulse will be in the form of a dash. Because of the cathode potential (~1500 volts, for example), primary electrons are assumed to strike the target under the condition $\delta_e > 1$, and, since sufficient beam current is used, the bombarded areas will be shifted to the equilibrium potential $V_{eq}$ several volts positive with respect to the collector. When a dot or dash is traced by the primary beam, some of the secondary electrons, by redistribution, will land on the areas immediately surrounding the spot. In the case of a dot, the area bombarded by the writing beam will be shifted
to the equilibrium potential $V_{eq}$ although redistribution electrons will land on the surrounding areas. In the case of a dash, however, although the primary beam will first shift the portion initially bombarded to the equilibrium potential, as the beam moves to the subsequent portions of the dash, some of the redistributed secondary electrons from these portions will land on the first part of the dash as well as on the surrounding areas, thus shifting the initial portion of the dash to a potential somewhat negative with respect to $V_{eq}$. As a re-

Most of the redistributed secondary electrons will land on the areas very close to a bombarded spot. In practice it was found that if two spots are spaced such that the distance between their centers is twice their diameter, bombardment of one spot for as long as 400 microseconds will not substantially affect the potential of the unbombarded spot. Because of this, the distance between dots and dashes along a single line and the distance between lines was chosen in operation to be approximately equal to the spot width.
sult of the above writing process, each element will have stored on it a dot whose potential is $V_{eq}$ or a dash whose potential at the initial portion is less than $V_{eq}$.

Reading. Reading is based on the fact that if the beam is positioned to (a) a dot or (b) the beginning of a dash and suddenly switched on, pulses of different polarity will be observed across the output resistor $R_O$. The polarity of the pulse immediately after the beam is switched on will be determined by whether a dot or a dash was previously established at that point in writing.

If a dot was established at a particular element, switching the beam on will not cause any net potential change, since the spot under the beam had already been shifted to the equilibrium potential $V_{eq}$ in writing and had not been shifted by the landing of redistribution electrons between scans. The only effect observed immediately after the beam is switched on will be a negative pulse, capacitively produced across $R_O$, because of the sudden arrival of the primary electrons and the growth of a cloud of secondary electrons near the bombarded spot. 22

If a dash was previously established, bombardment of its initial portion will cause its potential to shift positively since it was left at a potential below $V_{eq}$ in previous writing and is now shifted to $V_{eq}$. The net effect immediately after the beam is switched on (due to the sudden appearance of the primary and secondary electrons at the target as in the case of a dot and the shifting of the spot positive by secondary-emission action) will be the production, by capacitive action, of a positive pulse across $R_O$.

In practice the reading process is accomplished by scanning the elements as in writing with the beam cut off and applying a positive pulse to the control grid as the beam passes each element. All these pulses may be of 2 microseconds duration, for example, so that the beam traces a dot which coincides with either a dot or the beginning of a dash already established at each element in writing. At the same time, the output pulses across $R_O$ are sampled by the output circuit immediately after the initiation of each reading pulse as to

22 A corresponding positive pulse will also be produced immediately after the beam is switched off due to the sudden disappearance of the space charge cloud in front of the target element. This positive pulse is generally not employed in reading.
their polarity. Because of sampling at the beginning of each reading pulse, only the negative portion of the output which occurs in the reading of a dot will be accepted by the output circuit while the positive portion will be rejected.

Erasing. Because each element is shifted to the equilibrium potential $V_{eq}$ when bombarded, it is not necessary to erase the old pattern before writing again. In particular, if a dot is written on a dot, or a dash on a dash, the target elements will be left with the same potentials as before. If a dash is written on a dot, the resulting potentials will be that of a dash, since the production of a dash involves essentially a continuation of the process of forming a dot. If a dot is written on a dash, the initial portion of the dash will be shifted to the equilibrium potential, so that on subsequent reading a negative pulse will be produced in the output, indicating a dot. Since the remaining portion of the dash is not scanned, no signal is produced from this part.

Polarity and Halftones. As indicated above, the operation of this device is such that a short pulse input signal produces a negative output signal, and a long pulse input signal produces a positive output signal.

Since the writing process involves only the production of dots and dashes (yes-no operation), no halftones are produced in the output.

Additional Considerations. As described above, reading can only be accomplished once, since the initial portion of each dash will be shifted to the equilibrium potential in this process. In order to allow reading of the stored information as many times as desired, a regeneration process is combined with the reading process. In this case the reading is accomplished as described above, except that a feedback circuit arrangement is provided which samples the polarity of the output pulse before the reading pulse has ended and which controls the reading pulse in such a manner that, if a positive pulse is observed in the output, indicating the existence of a dash, the reading pulse is lengthened from its 2-microsecond duration to 5 microseconds, as in writing a dash. However, if a negative pulse is observed in the output, the reading pulse is not lengthened. As a result, if a dash was previously written, the regeneration action would rewrite it, and if a dot was written it would remain unchanged.

Regardless of the need for regenerating the dots and
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dashes when more than one reading is required, it is also necessary, because of target leakage, to regenerate the stored information periodically (in some cases at least once every few tenths of a second.\textsuperscript{23}). Furthermore, if only one particular line of the target is read and regenerated many times, it is necessary to regenerate the neighboring lines more frequently since they will be gradually affected by the landing of redistributed secondary electrons on them from the scanned line.

Instead of using dots and dashes for the storage of yes-no information, other patterns may also be employed, such as superimposed focused and defocused spots or concentric dots and circles. In the first method the focused beam may be defocused by the application of a pulse to the focusing anode, and in the second method (Eckert, Lukoff, and Smoliar, Ref. 61) the circles are generated when desired by switching to the deflection plates two small, high-frequency sinusoidal voltages, 90 degrees out of phase. In this case the target is not scanned at a uniform speed, but the cutoff beam is positioned to each element by a steplike deflection voltage, then pulsed on, either with or without the sinusoidal voltages for the circle applied to the deflecting plates as desired.

B. COLLECTOR-MODULATION TYPES

\underline{Equilibrium Writing}—\underline{Capacity-Discharge Reading}

(Forrester, Ref. 62)

Description (Fig. 25). This device employs one electron gun, and a target consisting of a thin insulating sheet mounted on a metal backplate. Input signals are applied as either positive or negative potentials to the collector grid (yes-no operation). Output signals are obtained as voltage pulses across $R_0$, whose polarity is determined by the input signal previously stored at a particular element.

Writing. Writing is accomplished by positioning the cutoff beam to a particular target element, applying either a positive or a negative potential of 100 volts, for example, to the col-

\textsuperscript{23}Although it is convenient to employ a conventional cathode-ray tube which automatically produces a visual output, and thus does not require a separate monitor tube, the necessity for rapid regeneration due to leakage may be avoided by employing a target of suitably high insulation, not necessarily luminescent, e.g., silica.
lector grid and pulsing the beam on for a short time. Since the cathode is maintained at a potential of \(-2000\) volts, for example, primary electrons are assumed to strike the target under the condition \(\delta_e > 1\), and, since sufficient bombarding time is assumed, the element will be charged to an equilibrium potential slightly positive with respect to the collector potential. In this manner, by positioning the beam to successive target elements, they can be charged to a potential either approximately 100 volts positive or 100 volts negative with respect to the collector, corresponding to the yes-no information, respectively.

Reading. Reading is accomplished by positioning the cutoff beam to a particular target element and pulsing the beam on with the collector at zero potential. In this case the element will again be shifted to approximately the collector potential since sufficient bombarding time is assumed. If the element was shifted to a positive potential in writing, a nega-
tive pulse would be produced capacitively across \( R_O \) as the element now is shifted to approximately zero potential. Similarly, if the element was shifted to a negative potential in writing, a positive pulse would be produced across \( R_O \). In this manner, the yes-no information stored at each element can be determined by the polarity of the output pulse produced when the beam is positioned to that element.

**Erasing.** Since an equilibrium type of writing is employed the target elements can be shifted to new potentials without regard to their previous potentials, thus eliminating the need for a separate erasing action.

**Polarity and Halftones.** The output polarity of this device is negative in the sense that a positive input signal will cause a negative output signal from the corresponding storage element. Since, as previously indicated, a positive input signal in writing will shift the target element positive in reading, a negative pulse will be produced as the element is discharged.

Since only two potentials are employed in the writing process (yes-no operation), no halftones are produced in the output.

**Additional Considerations.** Since the reading operation completely discharges the target elements, it is necessary to regenerate the stored information after reading at each element if the information is to be retained. This can be accomplished by a circuit connected to the output such that if a negative pulse is produced in reading (indicating a positive input signal in writing), it will shift the collector to a 100-volt positive potential before the beam is switched off. Similarly, if a positive pulse is produced, the circuit will shift the collector to 100 volts negative before the beam is switched off. In this manner the target potentials are restored to the potentials they acquired in writing, thus allowing repeated reading.\(^{24}\)

Although, as described above, the input information is applied to the collector grid, similar operation can be obtained if the positive and negative writing potentials are applied to

---

\(^{24}\)In the regeneration process a pulse of opposite polarity will be obtained in the output following the reading pulse at each element as the element is shifted back to its original potential. It is therefore necessary for the regeneration circuit to respond at each element only to the first pulse, i.e., the reading pulse; otherwise there will be more than one reversal of polarity of each element before the beam is removed.
the backplate instead. In this case the output signal, also obtained from the backplate, will be of positive polarity.

It should be noted that, in general, collector or backplate modulation may cause spurious charging of the target elements due to redistribution of secondaries (see Part III-A-1). However, in this particular tube these effects are not serious because of the large input-signal voltages employed and the yes-no type of operation.

C. BACKPLATE-MODULATION TYPES

1. Bistable Writing—Grid-Control Reading
   (Rajchman, Refs. 63, 64, 65)

Description (Fig. 26). This device employs a large number of short parallel beams of electrons emitted from elongated flat cathodes which lie side by side in a single plane. Between the cathodes and parallel to them in the same plane are selecting bars. In an adjacent plane is another set of selecting bars perpendicular to the first set so that a series of windows is formed with an element of the cathode inside each window through which an electron beam may flow. By means of a series of external leads the potentials of the individual selecting bars can be controlled. Parallel to the planes of the cathode and the selecting bars are three successive perforated metal plates: a collector plate, a writing plate, and a reading plate. The holes of each plate coincide with the windows formed by the selecting bars. In each hole of the writing plate is an insulated metal eyelet which serves as a storage element. Beyond the reading plate is a Faraday cage formed by two additional perforated plates whose holes coincide with those of the other plates. Between the plates of the Faraday cage are reading output wires parallel to the plates but spaced between the holes. External to the Faraday cage, placed against its outer plate, is a glass sheet coated with phosphor on the side facing the cathode.

The input signal (yes-no information) is applied by allowing primary current to flow through a particular window, applying a voltage pulse to the writing plate, and then cutting off the current through the window either during or at the end of the pulse, depending on the information to be stored by the primary current at the eyelet. The output signal is obtained by determining the presence or absence of a voltage pulse
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Fig. 26. Computer storage tube (Rajchman). (a), electrode system; (b), pulse applied to writing plate.

C, selecting bars; F, Faraday cage; G, collector plate; \( i_c \), collected secondary current from phosphor; \( i_{pr} \), unreflected primary current (eyelet at 0 volts); \( i_{pr}' \), reflected primary current (eyelet at \(-180\) volts); K, cathode; M, insulating sheet; O, reading (output) wires; P, phosphor surface; R, reading-pulse plate; \( R_i \), input resistor; \( R_o \), output resistor; S, glass plate; T, metal storage eyelets; W, writing plate.

across the output resistor \( R_o \) connected to the reading-output wires when a particular window is allowed to pass electrons and a voltage pulse is applied to the reading plate. Output signals are also obtained visually as light spots on the phosphor elements external to the Faraday cage.

Writing. The process of writing consists of charging each insulated writing-plate eyelet either to the potential of the cathode (\(-180\) volts) or approximately the potential of the collector (0 volts). Since the first crossover potential \( V_{cR1} \) of the metal eyelets is assumed to be less than 180 volts, the eyelets will tend to acquire either the cathode potential or approximately the collector potential at equilibrium (see Figs. 3 and 4). Although writing can be accomplished in several
ways, a typical method is described below.

The primary current passing through all the windows except one is first cut off by pulsing all the selecting bars to a potential of $-250$ volts with respect to the cathode except the four bars associated with the particular window, which are allowed to remain at cathode potential. (Current will only flow through a window when all four bars associated with it are at cathode potential, thus preventing the flow of current through windows adjacent to the desired one.)

While current is flowing through the window a positive pulse is next applied to the writing plate, capacitively raising the potential of the eyelets approximately 180 volts. The shape of this pulse is such that it has a rapid rise time, a flat portion of constant amplitude, and a long decay time (see Fig. 26b). If the insulated eyelet was at cathode potential initially, it will suddenly be shifted to a value close to the collector potential. During the flat portion of the pulse, primary electrons striking the eyelet will tend to shift it to the equilibrium potential $V_{\text{eq}}$, slightly positive with respect to the collector (or maintain it at $V_{\text{eq}}$ if it has already reached that potential), since the eyelet will be bombarded under the condition $\delta_e > 1$. If the eyelet was at collector potential initially, the pulse will shift it approximately 180 volts positive with respect to the collector. The eyelet will now shift negative during the flat portion of the pulse until it reaches the equilibrium potential $V_{\text{eq}}$. In either case, at the end of the flat portion of the pulse the eyelet will be at approximately the collector potential.

Depending on the desired final potential of the eyelet after writing, the primary current passing through the window is either (a) suddenly cut off at the end of the flat portion of the writing-plate pulse, or (b) allowed to remain on during the time of the slow decay of the pulse. If the primary current is suddenly cut off, the eyelet will merely be lowered from approximately collector potential to the cathode potential ($-180$ volts) by capacitive action as the pulse decays. If, however, the primary current is allowed to remain on, the eyelet will be maintained continuously at approximately collector potential by secondary-emission action as the pulse decays (assuming sufficient primary current), so that, at the end of the pulse, the eyelet will be at approximately collector potential. In a similar manner, by successively opening the other windows, each storage eyelet can be charged to either cathode or collector potential.
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In order to prevent an output signal from appearing during writing, the reading plate is maintained at a potential of \(-280\) volts, 100 volts negative with respect to the cathode, so that no electrons can reach the output circuit.

The writing access time, i.e., the time required for circuit switching and charging a particular element, is about 7 microseconds for the above type of writing. By means of another form of writing (see Ref. 65) the writing-access time can be reduced to 5 microseconds.

Reading. Reading is accomplished by allowing the primary current to flow through a particular window and observing whether a pulse is produced in the output across \(R_0\) when a 150-volt positive pulse is applied to the reading plate. If the eyelet corresponding to this window was left at cathode potentials as a result of previous writing, primary electrons would reach it with essentially zero energy and no current would pass through the holes. If the eyelet was left at collector potential, primary electrons would reach it with an energy corresponding to approximately 180 volts and a portion of the electrons reaching it would pass through the hole. The eyelet thus acts as a control grid whose potential determines whether or not electrons pass through it.

Since the pulse applied to the reading plate carries it to a potential 50 volts positive with respect to the cathode, primary current, if it passes through the eyelet, will also pass through the reading plate and continue through the Faraday cage whose potential is 220 volts. These primary electrons will finally strike the phosphor surface outside the cage, producing secondary electrons which will be attracted to the reading output wires whose potential, 270 volts, is 50 volts greater than that of the Faraday cage. As a result, a negative pulse will be produced across the common output resistor \(R_0\), and a visual spot will be produced at the phosphor surface where it is bombarded.

In the same manner, the potential of each eyelet can be individually determined by allowing primary current to flow through the corresponding window and applying a positive pulse to the reading plate. Since the action of the primary current tends to maintain the eyelets at the equilibrium potentials established in writing, any shift in the eyelet potentials due to leakage or gas ions will be compensated by the reading action.

In practical operation the minimum access time for read-
ing, i.e., the time required for switching and obtaining the output signals, is about 3 microseconds.

Erasing. Since, as indicated in the writing process, the potentials of the individual eyelets can be shifted either to the cathode or the collector potential regardless of their previous potentials, no separate erasing action is required before the writing of new information.

Polarity and Halftones. The output of this device is such that if the current through a window is cut off in writing after the decay of the writing-plate pulse, a negative output pulse will be produced in reading. If the current through a window is cut off before the decay of the writing-plate pulse, no output pulse will be observed in reading.

Since the process of writing involves shifting the eyelet potentials to only two possible values (yes-no operation) no halftones can be produced in the output.

Additional Considerations. For monitoring purposes, the potentials of all the storage eyelets can be determined by biasing the reading plate positive with respect to the cathode and allowing current to flow through all the windows simultaneously. In this case, a pattern of bright dots will be observed on the phosphor surface, corresponding to the eyelets which are at collector potential.

In typical tubes the decay time for the insulated eyelets is about 20 milliseconds. In operation, therefore, after each writing and reading action, all the windows are maintained open, since the primary current tends to maintain by a "holding" action of each of the eyelets at the equilibrium potential established in writing. This technique provides an indefinite number of readings regardless of leakage or ion discharge.

Since all the four selecting bars associated with a particular window must be at cathode potential for current to flow through the window, it is possible to connect the selecting bars internally in groups, thus reducing the number of external leads required, although still allowing control of one window at a time. In this device, which employs 256 windows, only 18 external leads are required for separate control of each window. In general, by such a method of grouping the selecting bars, the number of windows individually controlled can be made proportionate to the fourth power of the number of external leads.
2. **Bistable Writing — Capacity-Discharge Reading**  
(Dodd, Klemperer, and Youtz, Ref. 60)

Description (Fig. 27). This device employs a write-read gun and a holding gun mounted at one end of the tube, and an insulating storage target at the other end with a fine-mesh collector screen (100 mesh per linear inch) spaced close to the target surface (approximately 0.015 inch). The storage target consists of a mica sheet, approximately 0.005 inch thick, mounted on a metal backplate and having evaporated onto its front surface a mosaic of tiny conducting squares of beryllium (40-100 per linear inch) insulated from each other.

Input signals (yes-no information) are applied to the backplate as either the presence or absence of a positive pulse, while a short-duration positive pulse is simultaneously applied to the control grid of the write-read gun. Output signals are obtained in one of two alternate ways, depending on the method of reading. In one method a pulse of positive or negative polarity is obtained from the backplate across the output resistor $R_O$ when the reading beam is switched on at a particular element. In the other method a pulse of radio frequency is obtained from the backplate, the relative phase of which (with respect to the radio-frequency intensity-modulated reading beam) determines the information stored at a particular element.

By means of the holding beam, charges lost by the individual elements in reading or through leakage can be replenished so that the elements can be maintained indefinitely at the potentials established in writing.

**Writing.** As a result of previous writing, each of the target elements (consisting of approximately 10 to 25 mosaic squares) is assumed to be at either approximately zero (collector) potential, or at −100 volts (holding-gun cathode potential). Writing of new information is accomplished with the output resistor $R_O$ switched to ground and the cutoff beam from the write-read gun deflected to a particular target element. This element can now be shifted to, or maintained at, either zero potential (positive writing) or −100 volts (negative writing), as described below, irrespective of which potential it had previously.

1. **Positive Writing.** In this case a positive pulse is applied to the control grid of the cutoff write-read gun so that the
storage element is bombarded for a short time by the primary beam. Since the cathode of the write-read gun is maintained at -2000 volts, the element will be bombarded under the condition $\delta_e > 1$, and, assuming sufficient beam current, it will be shifted to approximately the collector potential if it was initially at -100 volts, or maintained at approximately collector potential if it was already at this potential.

2. Negative Writing. In this case a 100-volt positive pulse is first applied to the backplate, capacitively raising the potential of all the storage elements by almost the full 100 volts. If the particular element was initially at zero poten-
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It will be capacitively shifted to approximately +100 volts, whereas if it was at -100 volts it will be shifted to approximately zero potential. While this backplate pulse is still on, a positive pulse is also applied to the control grid of the cutoff write-read gun as in the case of positive writing above. Because of bombardment of the element under the condition $\delta_e > 1$ it will be shifted to, or maintained at, zero (collector) potential. After the control-grid pulse has ended, the backplate pulse is terminated, thus lowering the potential of the bombarded element to approximately -100 volts.

Following establishment of the desired potential at each element, the holding beam is switched on, flooding all the elements simultaneously. Since the cathode of the holding gun is maintained at -100 volts, and the first crossover potential $V_{cr1}$ of the beryllium mosaic is assumed to be about 50 volts, the holding beam tends to maintain the elements either at its cathode potential (-100 volts) or at approximately collector potential, replenishing charges lost by leakage (see Part III-A-2).

Reading. Reading is accomplished by first switching the output resistor $R_o$ to +50 volts so that the surface of each of the target elements is shifted to approximately +50 or -50 volts, depending on the potentials established in writing. Two types of reading may be employed: video reading or radio-frequency reading, as follows:

1. **Video Pulse Reading.** In this case the reading beam is deflected to a particular element and a positive pulse is applied to the control grid of the write-read gun. Since primary electrons will bombard the element under the condition $\delta_e > 1$, it will tend to shift toward the collector potential. As a result a video pulse will be capacitively produced across the output resistor $R_o$. This pulse will be positive if the element was initially at -50 volts, and negative if the element was at +50 volts.

2. **Radio-Frequency Reading.** In this case the reading beam is deflected to a particular element and a pulse of 10 megacycles radio frequency is applied to the control grid of the write-read gun. As in video reading, the element will tend to shift toward the collector potential, except that the instantaneous net current leaving or arriving at the target will be modulated by the 10-megacycle varia-
tions in the primary-beam current. If the element is at +50 volts, the 10-megacycle variations in the net electron current leaving the target will be in phase with the variations in the primary current arriving at the target (since \( \delta_c > 1 \)). If the element is at -50 volts, the 10-megacycle variations in the net electron current arriving at the target will be in phase with the primary current at the target (since \( \delta_c < 1 \)). The resulting radio-frequency currents which capacitively arise in the output resistor \( R_o \) will correspondingly differ in phase with respect to the primary-current radio frequency, thus indicating whether a particular element is at +50 or -50 volts. This type of reading is employed as a means of separating the output signal from the 50-volt pulse which is applied to the backplate in reading. Since the output signal is at 10 megacycles, it can easily be separated from the backplate pulse which contains lower frequencies.

In order that the information stored at each of the elements may be retained for reading more than once, the reading-beam current must be relatively small, so that the elements are only partly shifted to the collector potential each time they are bombarded by the reading beam. By switching on the holding beam after each reading process the charges lost during reading can be restored and reading may be repeated indefinitely.

Erasing. Since, as discussed above, an element can be shifted to either one of the two desired potentials in writing, irrespective of its previous potential, no separate erasing action is required other than normal writing.

Polarity and Halftones. The output polarity of this device is negative in the sense that a target element charged negative in writing will produce a positive output pulse in video reading. Since bistable writing is employed, no halftone output signals can be obtained in reading.

Additional Considerations. Although a homogeneous or uniform target may also be employed for bistable writing (see Part IV-A-4), the potential gradients between the elements which are at the holding-gun cathode potential and those at collector potential frequently cause migration of the potential boundaries because of leakage. Such effects are considerably reduced by constructing the target with a mosaic of conducting elements as employed in this device. In this case, leakage
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currents across the potential boundary at the edge of a mosaic square are replenished by the gain or loss of charge to the entire area of the conducting square through the secondary-emission action of the holding beam. In the case of a homogeneous target, however, these leakage currents can only be replenished by the secondary-emission action in the immediate neighborhood of the boundary itself, since charge migration to the boundary from adjacent parts of the target is prevented by the relatively high insulation of the target material (see Part III-A-2).

With the mosaic target employed, approximately 400 storage elements can be conveniently obtained on a target 4 inches in diameter although as many as about 1000 elements can be obtained under some conditions.
PART VII
TELEVISION-CAMERA STORAGE TUBES (VISUAL-ELECTRICAL)

A. LIGHT-INTENSITY-MODULATION TYPES

1. Redistribution Writing — Redistribution Reading
   (Iconoscope)
   (Zworykin, Morton, and Flory, Ref. 94)

Description (Fig. 28). This device employs an electron gun, a collector cylinder, and an insulating target. The target consists of a mica sheet approximately 100 microns thick covered with a mosaic of silver-cesium (sometimes antimony-cesium) photoemitting elements on the side facing the electron gun and a conducting film on the opposite side which acts as the backplate.

Input signals are applied as patterns of light focused on the target mosaic. Output signals are obtained as voltage variations from the backplate across the output resistor R₀. Writing and reading can be accomplished simultaneously by means of the combined photoemission and secondary-emission processes at the target.

Writing.

1. Scanning In Darkness (before writing). As a result of scanning the target with the unmodulated electron beam under the condition $\delta_e > 1$ (with $V_k = 1000$ volts, for example) the target surface is assumed to be at approximately collector potential. Actually there will be a potential variation of several volts over the target surface, as mentioned in Part III-A-4, and (periodically during scanning) each element will undergo a positive potential shift of a few volts at the instant of bombardment and gradually shift negative again by the landing of redistribution electrons between successive times of bombardment. (The secondary-emission ratio $\delta_e$ may be as high as 5 for this type of photoemitting surface bombarded under the conditions described above. Because of the absence of an
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accelerating field most of the secondary electrons emitted from each element will return to the target surface by redistribution.) Because of the low-beam currents employed, however, (approximately 0.1 microampere) for obtaining high resolution, the target elements will not shift sufficiently positive (see Ref. 28) to reach the equilibrium potential $V_{eq}$, which is 4 or 5 volts positive with respect to the collector for this type of surface.

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 28. Television-camera storage tube (Iconoscope).

A, accelerating anode; G, collector; I, light image; $i_C$, collected current; $I_{pr}$, primary current; K, cathode; M, photoemissive mosaic; O, visual object; P, backplate; $R_O$, output resistor; T, insulating target.

2. Actual Writing. Writing is accomplished during the above scanning process by focusing an optical image on the target so that photoelectrons are released from the mosaic in a pattern corresponding to the incident light. Because of the lack of accelerating field between the target surface and the collector, however, the bulk of the photoelectrons, as in the case of the secondary electrons mentioned above, will return to the target by redistribution with relatively few photoelectrons reaching the collector. These redistributed photoelectrons will establish a negative potential pattern related to the pattern of photoemitted electrons.
Neglecting for a moment the time-varying potential shift of each target element due to the scanning action of the primary beam and redistribution of secondary electrons, the result of the photoemission and the redistribution of photoelectrons alone will be such that those target elements receiving the most light will undergo the greatest net loss of electrons, whereas those elements receiving less light will undergo a correspondingly smaller net loss or possible gain of electrons by the combined emission and redistribution of photoelectrons. As a result of this emission and redistribution of photoelectrons, the target surface will acquire a pattern of potential variations determined by the input light pattern. These potential variations are superimposed on the time-varying potentials due to the secondary-emission and redistribution action of the primary beam.

Although, in general, as mentioned above, photoelectrons return to the target surface by redistribution throughout the scanning cycle, photoelectron emitted from target elements which are a short distance in front of the scanning beam are strongly attracted to target elements under bombardment and those just bombarded. Since the bombarded elements are relatively positive they serve as the effective collector for photoelectrons emitted from the elements immediately in front of the beam, which are more negative. As a result, the photoemission of the target elements in front of the beam becomes saturated and these elements become increasingly sensitive during a small fraction of the scanning cycle. This increased sensitivity is called "line sensitivity" (see Refs. 79 and 94).

Reading. The output signal, obtained during the writing process, consists of voltage variations across $R_0$ caused by capacity currents to the backplate as the target is scanned by the primary beam. If no input signal was applied during writing, i.e., the entire mosaic was maintained in darkness, no current variations will be produced across $R_0$ during the scanning, since a constant flow of secondary electrons equal to the primary current will reach the collector and a constant flow of secondary electrons will return to the target as a whole by redistribution.\(^2^5\)

\(^2^5\) Actually, the flow of secondary electrons to the collector (and redis-
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If an input light signal is applied so that a pattern of potential variations is superimposed on the time-varying potentials at the target due to secondary emission and redistribution during scanning, the potential of each element just before bombardment will be, to a varying degree, greater (due to photoemission) or less (due to landing of redistributed photoelectrons) than if the mosaic were in darkness (see Part III-B-2). Under these conditions, as each element is scanned, the number of redistributed electrons returning to the target as a whole as well as to the bombarded spot will vary in accordance with the potential just before bombardment of the element: those elements slightly more positive just before bombardment will cause an increase in the number of secondary electrons returning to the target, whereas those slightly more negative will cause a decrease in the number of secondary electrons returning to the target. (These conditions apply for very low-beam currents of the order of \(10^{-6} - 10^{-7}\) amperes, as used in the Iconoscope where the elements are not fully shifted to the equilibrium potential of the mosaic surface in scanning; see Ref. 37.) Because of this effect, variations will be caused in the net current to the target surface as a whole (and also to the collector) as the elements are scanned. The resulting capacity currents through \(R_o\) constitute the output-voltage variations corresponding to the input light image.

Erasing. In the operation of this device no separate erasing action is necessary before the application of new input light images. This is due to the fact that scanning action of the primary beam tends to gradually remove by means of secondary emission and redistribution effects the potential variations established in writing and also the fact that the application of a new light pattern to the mosaic tends to remove the previous potential variation by the emission of photoelectrons in a new pattern and the associated redistribution of photoelectrons.

Polarity and Halftones. The output polarity of this device (attributed electrons to the target) is not entirely constant, largely because of the variations in the weak accelerating field over the target surface, caused by the geometry of the target-collector system. Such variations produce a "spurious signal" in the output, which appears as a large-area irregular shadow ("shading signal") superimposed on the desired picture when viewed on a cathode-ray tube (see Ref. 30). (This "shading signal" can be reduced by special circuits which generate equal and opposite signals in the output.)
is negative in the sense that those target elements receiving the greatest amount of incident light during writing will produce the most negative voltage variation across \( R_0 \) when they are scanned. This relationship is caused by the fact that those elements receiving the greatest amount of incident light are charged most positive by photoemission, so that when scanned they cause the greatest return of redistributed secondary electrons to the target as compared to the collector, thus capacitively producing a negative output voltage across \( R_0 \).

This device is capable of halftone operation. By means of the photoemission processes involved a halftone charge pattern can be stored on the target surface. The resulting pattern in turn causes capacity-current variations to the target back-plate which are sufficiently linear as a function of the variations in target potential for a halftone picture output.

Additional Considerations. Since both the photoemission and secondary-emission processes involved in this device are unsaturated, i.e., a large fraction of the photoelectrons and secondary electrons return to the target by redistribution, both the potential variations established in writing and the output voltages generated in reading are substantially reduced from the values which would exist under saturated conditions with a strong accelerating field at the target. Because of these factors the overall efficiency in practical tubes is reduced to about 5 per cent of the efficiency which would exist under saturated conditions (see Ref. 95). However, because of the redistribution writing employed, this device is capable of reproducing halftones over a relatively large range of light levels and also has the advantage of being stable at very high light levels.

In earlier discussions of the Iconoscope (Ref. 95) it was assumed that the output signal, although also understood to be reduced in magnitude by redistribution effects, was caused by the variations in capacity current due to shifting the target elements from their individual potentials to the common equilibrium potential \( V_{eq} \) during bombardment. The operation of the Iconoscope as described above is not based on this assumption but rather on the results of later investigations which indicate that at low-beam currents the target elements do not reach the common equilibrium potential \( V_{eq} \) and that the output signal is derived from the redistribution currents (see Ref. 37).
A. LIGHT-INTENSITY-MODULATION TYPES

Although not discussed above, the target may be constructed with a transparent conducting coating employed for the backplate. In this case (RCA tube type 5527, for example) the optical image can be focused on the mosaic from the back side of the target, permitting the electron gun and the optical system to be on the same axis.

Although the insulating target is usually mica, Iconoscope tubes have also been constructed with thin insulating coatings on a metal backplate, for example, aluminum oxide on an aluminum backplate. Such insulators frequently have a rougher surface, so that the surface insulation is higher, especially in cases where evaporation of barium from the gun cathode occurs. For the same purpose sandblasted instead of smooth mica is used. In this case it is observed that higher contrast output signals are obtained. This may be due either to the prevention of multiple reflections inside the tube or to the increased light absorption by the photoelements of the mosaic.

In practice it is advisable to cut off the scanning beam completely during the flyback time between successive frames, to prevent the appearance of the flyback lines in the output viewing picture. These lines are due to redistribution writing of the scanning beam as it crosses the target surface during the flyback time.

2. Nonequilibrium Writing — Capacity-Discharge Reading

(Orthicon)

(Rose and Iams, Ref. 84)

Description (Fig. 29). This device employs an electron gun, a collector anode, a decelerating ring, and a storage target. The target consists of a sheet of thin insulating material, approximately 12 microns thick, covered on the side facing the electron gun with a mosaic of photoemitting elements and on the opposite side with a transparent conducting coating which acts as the backplate.

Input signals are applied as light images focused on the mosaic from the rear of the target through the backplate and mica sheet. Output signals are obtained as voltage variations from the backplate across $R_0$. Writing and reading can be accomplished simultaneously by means of the combined photo-emission and secondary-emission processes at the target surface.
Writing. As a result of previous scanning by the electron beam during reading, the mosaic surface is assumed to be at an equilibrium potential corresponding to that of the electron-gun cathode, −100 volts. Input signals are applied by focusing a pattern of light on the mosaic surface so that photoelectrons are emitted from the elements in amounts corresponding to the incident light. Since the decelerating ring is maintained at a potential of only −80 volts an accelerating field will be provided for the photoelectrons at the target. (These electrons will be collected on the electron-gun anode [which is at zero potential] at a point close to the gun aperture because of
the magnetic focusing field usually employed.\textsuperscript{26} As a result of the incident light signal the target surface will acquire a corresponding pattern of positive potential variations. This pattern will be superimposed on the -100-volt initial potential of the storage mosaic.

\textbf{Reading.} Reading is accomplished simultaneously with writing by scanning the target with the primary beam. Those target elements not shifted positive in the writing process since the time of last scanning will be at the cathode potential of the electron gun, -100 volts, and will thus cause the primary electrons to be completely reflected. Those elements which acquired a positive potential shift in writing, however, will permit primary electrons to land, but, since the potential shifts are of the order of a few volts, primary electrons will land under the condition $\delta_e < 1$. These last elements, therefore, will be charged negative and, since sufficient beam current is employed, they will be shifted to the cathode potential of the electron gun during bombardment. In this process each element will receive an amount of negative charge proportional to the positive potential shift acquired in writing. Capacity currents will thus flow to the backplate, and voltage variations will be observed across $R_0$ corresponding to the potential shift of each element in writing.

\textbf{Erasing.} In the operation of this device no separate erasing action is necessary before the application of new input light signals, since the action of the scanning beam in reading is to automatically shift all the target elements to the cathode potential of the electron gun as required initially for writing.

\textbf{Polarity and Halftones.} The output polarity of this device is negative in the sense that those elements receiving an increasing amount of incident light during writing cause a more negative potential variation to appear in the output during scanning. This results from the fact that the illuminated target elements are charged positive by photoemission during writing, so that, in discharging, a negative potential variation is generated capacitively in the output.

This device is capable of linear halftone operation. Since the photoemission is saturated, i.e., all emitted photoelec-

\textsuperscript{26}Since the velocity of the electrons is very low, they will follow closely the direction of the field lines of the combined magnetic focusing and deflecting fields.
trons are attracted to the anode, the charging of the elements is proportional to the incident light, and, since each element is completely discharged in reading, the output capacity current is proportional to the amount of charge stored at each element.

Additional Considerations. In operation it is necessary to prevent the incident light from reaching high intensities such that the positive potential shift of an element by photoemission is greater than the discharge action of the primary beam per scan. If this occurs, and the storage element becomes charged to a potential above the first crossover potential $V_{crl}$, it will be shifted to and maintained at approximately the collector potential by the secondary-emission action of the primary beam. This effect appears in the output picture of a viewing tube as a bright cloud on the picture. Since it tends to spread over the target surface it is frequently referred to as "blooming."

In practice it is necessary to operate the tube with a beam current sufficient to prevent "blooming" of the brightest picture area. However, for input signals having a large range of light levels the apparent detail of the low-light-level picture areas is lost as viewed on a cathode-ray tube. This is due to the strictly linear response of the Orthicon. It is not so, for example, in the Iconoscope, where a saturating effect occurs at high light levels, enabling detail to be seen more readily in the shadow areas when other parts of the input picture are relatively bright.

As a means of producing a sharply focused primary beam with the low electron velocities employed, the tube is immersed in a uniform axial magnetic field. To insure that all the target elements are fully shifted to the cathode potential of the electron gun in scanning, it is essential that the primary electrons strike all the target elements perpendicularly. This is accomplished by employing magnetic fields for deflection as well as for focusing.

Because of the accelerating field at the target surface, redistribution effects,27 as in the case of the Iconoscope, (Part VII-A-1) are avoided. The Orthicon as compared to the Iconoscope thus converts with relative efficiency both the emitted

---

27Since the primary energy at the target is so low, most of the electrons leaving the target are reflected primaries, not secondaries.
photoelectrons into target-potential variations and the target-potential variations into electrical output signals.

3. Nonequilibrium Writing — Capacity-Discharge Reading
   (Storage Orthicon)
   (Forgue, Ref. 69)

This device, except for the addition of a secondary-emission amplifier in the output, employs the same basic elements as the Orthicon (Part VII-A-2) and operates on the same principles. It differs from the Orthicon in operation, however, in that the potential variations established in writing are not erased by a single scan of the primary beam in reading but are gradually erased in successive scans. This is accomplished by employing a target whose capacity between the mosaic surface and the backplate is considerably higher than that of the Orthicon and is operated with a low beam current so that the target elements are discharged only a small amount during each scan. (Each of these factors serves individually to lengthen the reading time.) As a result, an output signal may be obtained continuously for as many as several hundred scans after the input-light signal is cut off.

In general, the output of this device does not contain halftones. Although a linear halftone charge pattern can be established in writing as in the case of the Orthicon, because of the high-capacity target the potential variations are relatively small and are in the neighborhood of the low voltage minimum at the left of the $\delta_C$ curve of Fig. 6. In reading, the differences in $\delta_C$ of differently charged elements will thus be similarly small, producing correspondingly small halftone output signals.\(^{28}\)

As in the case of the Orthicon, the Storage Orthicon is subject to "blooming" if insufficient reading-beam current is employed to discharge a target element which is strongly il-\(^{28}\)

Actually, because of thermal energy the primary electrons will tend to shift the target elements to a potential a fraction of a volt below that of the electron-gun cathode. In the limited range between this potential and the cathode potential halftones may be produced, since the amount of primary current landing on a target element will continuously decrease (due to the distribution in thermal velocities) as the element is charged negative below cathode potential, thus lowering the rate of discharge. The limited potential range for halftone production, however, is a small fraction of the potential variations normally established in writing.
luminated. Unlike the Orthicon, however, this device does not obtain its output voltage from a resistor in the backplate circuit, but instead employs a secondary-emission amplifier at the gun end of the tube, which amplifies the variations in the collected current returning from the target in the same manner as described for the Image Orthicon (see Part VII-B-2).

4. Photoconductivity Writing — Capacity-Discharge Reading (Vidicon) (Weimer, Forgue, and Goodrich, Ref. 92)

Description (Fig. 30). This device employs an electron gun, a collector, a photoconductive target, and a fine-mesh screen adjacent to the target on the electron gun side. The target is coated on the back side with a transparent conducting coating which acts as the backplate.

Input signals are applied as a pattern of light focused on the photoconductive target from the rear, and output signals are obtained as voltage variations from the backplate circuit across the output resistor $R_0$. By means of the combined target photoconductivity and secondary-emission action of the scanning beam, simultaneous writing and reading can be accomplished.

Writing. As a result of previous scanning the target surface is assumed to be at the potential of the cathode, $-300$ volts. At the same time, because of the $-280$-volt direct-current bias maintained on the backplate, a 20-volt potential difference will exist between the front and back surfaces of the target. Writing is accomplished by focusing a pattern of light on the target whose conductivity increases at the areas which are illuminated. Since the target conductivity varies with the intensity of the incident light, the elements will shift their potentials positive by varying amounts because of leakage currents to the backplate. In this manner a pattern of potential variations is established on the target surface corresponding to the input-light signal.

Reading. Reading is accomplished simultaneously with writing by scanning the target with the primary beam. As in the case of the Orthicon (Part VII-A-2) those elements which were not shifted positive in writing (remaining at cathode potential) will cause complete reflection of the primary beam, whereas those elements shifted positive in writing will allow
primary electrons to land. These primary electrons will strike the target under the condition $\delta_e < 1$, since the positive potential shifts of the elements are assumed to be less than the first crossover potential $V_{cr1}$ of the target material. Since a relatively high beam current is employed each target element will be shifted to substantially the cathode potential when scanned during reading. In this process an amount of

![Diagram of television-camera storage tube](image)

**Fig. 30.** Television-camera storage tube (Vidicon).

A, accelerating anode; G, collector anode; H, direction of magnetic focusing field; I, light image; $i_c$, collected current; $i_{pr}$, primary current; K, cathode; O, visual object; P, transparent conducting backplate; $R_o$, output resistor; S, glass plate; T, photoconductive target.

negative charge will be deposited on each target element proportional to the amount of potential shift which occurred in writing. As a result, capacity-current variations will flow to the backplate and voltage variations corresponding to the input light signal will be produced across the output resistor $R_o$.

**Erasing.** In this device a separate erasing action is not required before the application of new input signals since the action of the scanning beam in reading is to automatically
shift the potentials of the target elements to the cathode potential of the electron gun, as required before writing a new pattern.

**Polarity and Halftones.** The output polarity of this device is negative in the sense that an increasing amount of incident light on a target element causes a greater negative variation in voltage across $R_o$ when the corresponding element is scanned in reading. This relationship is caused by the fact that an illuminated element is shifted positive in potential in writing and shifted negative by the scanning beam in reading with a consequent negative potential variation produced capacitively in the output.

This device is capable of halftone operation. The photoconductive process permits a relatively linear charge pattern to be established in writing at the lower light levels. Since each target element is charged to essentially the cathode potential in reading this process also produces a linear output.

**Additional Considerations.** As in the cases of the Orthicon (Part VII-A-2) and the Image Orthicon (Part VII-B-2), the low-velocity primary electrons are focused and deflected magnetically to maintain good focusing and to cause them to arrive perpendicularly at all points of the target. In order to provide a uniform decelerating electric field for the primary electrons approaching the target, a fine-mesh screen at anode potential is placed at the end of the anode near the target.

Because of the relatively large photoconduction currents which exist in this tube compared to the photoemission currents obtained for the same amount of light in devices such as the Image Orthicon (Part VII-B-2), the sensitivity of the Vidicon to light signals is approximately as great as that of the Image Orthicon, although it does not employ a secondary-emission amplifier.

**B. PRIMARY-CURRENT-MODULATION TYPES**

1. **Redistribution Writing — Redistribution Reading**
   
   *(Image Iconoscope)*
   
   *(For Authors, See Refs. 29, 67, 76, 77, 79, 81, 95)*

   Description (Fig. 31). This device employs an electron gun, a collector, an insulating target, and a separate semi-transparent photocathode arranged so that electrons from the gun and photocathode can strike the same side of the target.
B. PRIMARY-CURRENT-MODULATION TYPES

The target consists of a thin, homogeneous sheet of dielectric, such as mica, approximately 100 microns thick, covered on one side with a conducting film which acts as the backplate. On the opposite side facing the electron gun and photocathode the dielectric sheet may be covered with a mosaic material such as Ag-Cs, to increase the secondary-emission ratio of the target surface.

Input signals are applied as light images focused on the photocathode surface, and output signals are obtained as voltage variations from the backplate circuit across the output resistor $R_O$. Writing and reading can be accomplished simultaneously by means of the combined secondary-emission action at the target of primary electrons from the photocathode and the electron gun.

**Writing.** Writing is accomplished by focusing an optical
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Fig. 31. Television-camera storage tube (Image Iconoscope).

- A, accelerating anode of reading gun; D, photoemission pattern; E, photocathode; F, image of photocathode; G, collector; I, light image; $i_c$, collected current; $i_{pr}$, primary reading current; K, electron-gun cathode; M, secondary-emission mosaic; O, visual object; P, backplate; $R_O$, output resistor; S, transparent sheet; T, insulating target.
image on the photocathode while the target is scanned continuously by the unmodulated reading beam from the electron gun. Since the cathode of this gun is at approximately −1000 volts, primary electrons will strike the target surface under the condition \( \delta_e > 1 \), thus maintaining it at approximately collector potential. At the same time, photocurrents emitted from the semitransparent photocathode are accelerated and focused to form an electron image at the target surface. These electrons, constituting the writing beam, also strike the target surface under the condition \( \delta_e > 1 \), assuming the photocathode to be maintained at a potential of −2000 volts. As a result of the combined action of the writing and reading beams, potential variations will be established on the target surface corresponding to the pattern of the electron-current image originating at the photocathode.

The mechanism of formation of the potential variations on the target surface is explained in the same manner as the writing mechanism of the Iconoscope described in Part VII-A-1, the only difference being that in the Image Iconoscope the target elements tend to lose electrons as a result of the secondary-emission action of the writing-beam electrons, whereas in the Iconoscope the target elements tend to lose electrons directly by photoemission as a result of the incident light. In both cases, however, the emitted electrons have relatively low velocities and a large fraction return to other parts of the target by redistribution.

Reading. The output signal, obtained during the writing process, consists of voltage variations across \( R_0 \) caused by capacity currents to the backplate as the target is scanned by the primary beam. The method of generating the output voltages is identical to that described for the Iconoscope in Part VII-A-1.

Erasing. In the operation of this device no separate erasing action is necessary before the application of new input light images. The reasons for this are basically those stated for the Iconoscope in Part VII-A-1.

Polarity and Halftones. The output polarity of this device is negative in the sense that those elements of the photocathode receiving the greatest amount of light during writing will produce the most negative voltage variations across \( R_0 \) when the corresponding storage elements are scanned. Since those elements of the photocathode which receive the greatest
amount of incident light will emit the most electrons, the corresponding target elements when bombarded by these photoelectrons will tend to lose more electrons by secondary emission. When these target elements are scanned, as mentioned in Part III-B-2, there will be an increase in the number of redistribution electrons which return to the target as a whole, thus capacitively producing a negative output voltage across $R_0$.

This device is capable of halftone operation. Since the electron currents generated at the photocathode are proportional to the amount of incident light, corresponding halftone-potential variations will be established on the target, as indicated in Part III-D-1. These potential variations will cause relatively linear capacity-current variations to the target backplate during scanning, as indicated in Part III-D-2.

Additional Considerations. Although, as described above, the photocathode is maintained at a potential of $-2000$ volts, operation is also possible at a potential of $-3000$ volts, for example, so that primary electrons from the photocathode bombard the target under the condition $\delta_e < 1$ (assuming a target material such as mica) (Ref. 79). In this case, the secondary-emission action of the primary electrons will tend to charge the corresponding target elements negative instead of positive, and the resultant polarity of the output signal will be reversed, i.e., positive.

As mentioned above, the writing and reading mechanisms at the storage target of the Image Iconoscope are similar to those of the Iconoscope. The Image Iconoscope, however, produces signal outputs which may be as much as six to ten times greater than those of the Iconoscope because of (a) an increase in photoemission resulting from a separate continuous photocathode surface which allows an accelerating field at the surface; (b) multiplication of the writing photoelectrons at the target surface by secondary emission; and (c) an increase in the potential variations established on the target because of the higher emission velocities of the secondary electrons as compared to photoelectrons.

As in the case of the Iconoscope, shading signals appear in the output because of the nonuniform field at the target due to the geometry of the collector and target, which results in a nonuniform escape of secondary electrons. In practice, compensating voltages are applied in the output amplifier for the purpose of eliminating these spurious signals.
2. Nonequilibrium Writing—Capacity-Discharge Reading

(Image Orthicon)
(Rose, Weimer, and Law, Ref. 86)

Description (Fig. 32). This device employs an electron gun and accelerating anode mounted at one end of the tube, a semitransparent photocathode mounted at the other end, and a two-sided thin glass storage target having a limited conductivity, approximately 3 microns thick, mounted between them. Adjacent to the target is a fine-mesh collector screen, C, on the photocathode side and a decelerating anode ring, D, on the gun side. At the gun end of the tube is a secondary-emission amplifier whose first dynode, G, is also the aperture-forming anode of the gun.

Input signals are applied as patterns of light focused on the photocathode surface. Output signals are obtained as voltage variations from the multiplier anode N across the output resistor $R_O$. Writing and reading are accomplished simultaneously by means of the combined secondary-emission action of the writing and reading beams (from the photocathode and electron gun respectively) which bombard the target at the same time.

Writing. As a result of previous scanning, the target surface on the gun side is assumed to be at an equilibrium potential corresponding to that of the cathode of the electron gun, i.e., −100 volts. Due to leakage, the opposite side of the gun is assumed to be at the same potential. Writing is accomplished by focusing a pattern of light on the semitransparent photocathode, maintained at −400 volts, which emits a corresponding pattern of photocurrents from the back side. These currents, constituting the writing beam, strike the target surface with an energy of about 300 volts, bombarding it under the condition $\delta_e > 1$. Since the collector screen adjacent to the target is maintained at a potential of approximately −99 volts, i.e., 1 or 2 volts positive with respect to the target, secondary electrons will be attracted to the collector. As a result the bombarded elements will be shifted positive in varying degrees depending on the amount of photocurrent striking them, and a pattern of potential variations will thus be established on the target corresponding to the input-light signal. (Since the target elements cannot shift positive more than a slight amount above that of the collector
screen, the total potential shift possible in writing is about 1 volt.)

Reading. Reading is accomplished during the writing process by scanning the target with the reading beam. Since the target is very thin, it has a high capacity between both sides so that potential variations established on the photo-

cathode side in writing will appear on the reading-beam side with almost the same magnitude. As in the case of the Orthicon (Part VII-A-2), the electron beam scans the target with very low-energy primary electrons (approximately 1 volt or less), which are either entirely reflected from those elements whose potential was not shifted in writing or which land under
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the condition $\delta_e < 1$ on those elements shifted slightly positive in writing. Since sufficient beam current is employed, each target element on the reading-beam side of the target will be shifted to the cathode potential of the reading gun each time it is bombarded (once per scan). In the scanning process varying amounts of negative charge will be deposited on the target elements, depending on their initial potentials, and at the same time corresponding variations will arise in the collected current $i_C$, which consists of secondary and reflected electrons returning from the target. These current variations are amplified by a factor of approximately 1000 by the secondary-emission electron multiplier and generate signal voltage variations across the output resistor $R_0$.

Immediately after each element is scanned by the reading beam, however, it will still have the positive charge established on the photocathode side acquired during writing, although it acquired an essentially equal negative charge on the scanning-beam side during reading. In order to eliminate these charges, the target glass is made sufficiently conducting so that in the time between successive scans these charges neutralize each other by leakage. If the target does not have sufficient conductivity, "picture sticking" will occur. This causes the previous picture to appear in the output, but reversed in polarity, when the photocathode is flooded with light or illuminated with a new picture. The "sticking" effect is due to the fact that failure of the charges to neutralize each other leaves a residual pattern of potential variations on the photocathode side of the target after reading. When new writing-beam electrons from the photocathode arrive at the target, the collected current ratio $\delta_C$ from the more positive elements is less than from the other elements, since a reduced accelerating field exists between them and the collector mesh. A new pattern of charges is thus established on the target such that the elements previously charged most positive acquire the least amount of additional positive charge, producing a reversed picture in reading. If the resistivity of the target is high by only a small amount, the "sticking" effect will appear when the tube is first turned on but will disappear as the tube warms up.

Erasing. In this device separate erasing action is not required before the application of new input signals since the combined action of the reading beam and the target leakage is
to remove the potential variations established in writing and leave both sides of the target surface at the reading-beam cathode potential.

Polarity and Halftones. The output polarity of this device is positive in the sense that those elements of the photocathode receiving an increasing amount of incident light during writing cause a more positive voltage variation in the output when the corresponding element of the storage target is scanned. This results from the fact that those photocathode elements receiving the most light cause the corresponding storage elements to shift most positive in potential, so that these elements acquire the most electrons during discharge in scanning. This in turn causes a reduction in the amount of collected current returning from the target, so that a decrease results in the electron current through the output resistor, and therefore a more positive output-voltage variation.

This device is capable of establishing a halftone charge pattern on the storage target in writing and generating a corresponding halftone electrical output. For low-intensity picture signals the charging of the target is strictly proportional to the amount of light incident on the photocathode. However, for higher light intensities, as the target elements become more positive, the accelerating field to the collector becomes correspondingly small and a saturating effect occurs. When the light levels are very high, the lack of accelerating field between the target and collector allows redistribution to take place. This results in bright areas being surrounded by black borders in the output picture, since the secondary electrons emitted from the bright areas land on the surrounding elements and drive them negative. Since, in reading, each target element is completely discharged to the reading-gun cathode potential, the current variations in the output are linear with respect to the target-potential variations established in writing.

Additional Considerations. As in the case of the Orthicon (Part VII-A-2) the entire tube is immersed in a uniform axial magnetic field. This field serves simultaneously to maintain the low-velocity primary beam in focus and to maintain the writing-beam electrons from the photocathode in a focused pattern at the target. Together with magnetic deflection fields, the magnetic focusing field also serves to maintain the primary beam perpendicular to the target as it scans the surface.
In general, the Image Orthicon has a greater sensitivity than the Orthicon because of its separate photocathode and the use of a secondary-emission current multiplier. It has the advantage also, compared to the Orthicon, of being stable over a large range of input-light levels (approximately several hundred to one) and is superior for reproducing scenes containing both highlights and shadows because of the saturating effect at the higher light levels. Compared to the Iconoscope the Image Orthicon is about one hundred times more sensitive and, like the Orthicon, is free from shading signals.

3. Nonequilibrium Writing — Capacity-Discharge Reading

(Image Isocon)
(Weimer, Ref. 89)

This device (Fig. 33) employs an electrode and target structure similar to that of the Image Orthicon (see Part VII-B-2) and operates with approximately the same potentials. Input signals are similarly applied as patterns of light, and output signals are obtained from the secondary-emission multiplier. The Image Isocon differs from the Image Orthicon, however, in the method by which the output signal is produced. As described below, this method reduces the noise components in the output which arise from the shot noise of the reading beam.

The noise reduction in the Image Isocon depends on the separation into two parts of the reading-beam electrons returning from the target. These returning electrons consist of (a) those specularly reflected, i.e., reflected in front of target elements which are fully discharged from previous scanning, and (b) electrons which are scattered, i.e., electrons which strike the more positive target elements and are then reflected. (Since the electrons striking the target have energies of about 1 volt or less they do not produce secondaries but, as mentioned in Part I-D, a fraction are reflected with no loss in energy after elastic collision with the target atoms.)

Due to collision with the target atoms the scattered electrons returning to the electron multiplier have trajectories slightly displaced from the trajectories of the specularly reflected electrons. By proper positioning of the edge of the first dynode of the multiplier, only the scattered electrons are intercepted. These intercepted electrons produce second-
Fig. 33. Television-camera storage tube (Image Isocon).

A, anode; C, collector screen; D, anode screen; E, photocathode; G, first dynode and primary-beam accelerating anode; H, direction of magnetic focusing field; I, optical image; I_C, collected electrons; I_P, primary electrons; I_R, reflected electrons; I_S, scattered electrons; K, reading-gun cathode; M, multiplier dynodes; N, multiplier anode; O, visual object; R_O, output resistor; S, transparent sheet; T, insulating target.

aries at the dynode, which in turn enter the multiplier.

Since the more positive target elements (charged previously in writing) allow more reading-beam electrons to land on them, more scattered electrons are produced as these elements are discharged by the reading beam. As a result the electron currents obtained from the multiplier output vary in accordance with the amount of positive charge on the individual elements. In other words, the target areas corresponding to the brighter picture areas of the photocathode cause greater electron currents in the output.
Since the shot-noise energy in the output is proportional to the instantaneous current reaching the first dynode, the Image Isocon produces a relatively small amount of noise in the output for low-light-level signals and correspondingly higher noise levels for the brighter signals. By comparison, in the Image Orthicon the greatest number of electrons return to the multiplier from target elements least positive, i.e., from elements corresponding to signals of low light level. The shot noise in the output is thus greatest for low-level input signals. As a result, for low light levels the signal-to-noise ratio of the Image Isocon is approximately four times greater than for the Image Orthicon, whereas for high light levels it is approximately equal to that of the Image Orthicon.

The Image Isocon, like the Image Orthicon, is capable of halftone operation. The halftone pattern established in writing is linear at the low input levels and saturated at the higher levels. In reading, the scattered electrons entering the multiplier are proportional to the target-element potentials, so that this process is linear.

The output polarity of the Image Isocon is negative, i.e., reversed from that of the Image Orthicon, since the more positive target elements cause an increase in the number of scattered electrons returning to the multiplier dynode, and consequently a more negative potential across the output resistor because of the greater electron current in the output.

Since the Image Isocon produces output-current variations due to the changes in the trajectories of the electrons returning from the target, it is also capable of producing output signals without the reading-beam electrons landing on any of the target elements. It thus can be operated with grid-control reading as well as capacity-discharge reading (see Part III-B). If, for example, the cathode potential of the reading beam is set at −98 volts, all the reading-beam electrons will be reflected a short distance before the target surface, which is assumed, for instance, to have potential variations between −99 and −100 volts. Since the charge pattern established in writing produces local electrostatic fields with components parallel to the target surface, the reflected electrons will acquire slightly varying trajectories as a result of deflection by the local electrostatic fields at the target. In a similar manner, as described above, the output signal can be derived from the variations in the number of electrons strik-
ing the specially positioned first dynode. However, since output signals produced in this manner correspond to the potential gradients at the target surface, not to the potential variations themselves, the signal appears differentiated with respect to the input and is thus of limited usefulness except for applications involving, for example, maps or other line pictures.

4. Nonequilibrium Writing — Grid-Control Reading
(Knoll and Randmer, Refs. 52, 56)

Description (Fig. 34). This tube employs an electron gun, a semitransparent photosurface, a collector cylinder, and a storage target. The target consists of a metal backplate covered on the side facing the gun and photosurface with a mosaic of insulating particles such as vitreous silica.

Input signals are applied as patterns of light focused on the surface of the photocathode. Output signals are obtained as voltage variations from the backplate across the output resistor.

Writing. As a result of scanning the target with the primary beam during previous erasing, the mosaic of insulated particles is assumed initially to be at approximately the potential of the metal backplate, i.e., −100 volts. For writing, a pattern of light is focused on the photosurface so that a corresponding pattern of photocurrents is emitted from the opposite side. Since the photocathode is maintained at a potential of −110 volts, the photoelectrons will reach the target elements with an energy corresponding to 10 volts, tending to charge them negative toward the potential of the photocathode. The target elements will thus be bombarded under the condition $\delta_e < 1$. However, since the currents emitted from the photocathode are small, the mosaic elements will not be completely shifted to the potential of the photocathode, but will be shifted negative by varying smaller amounts determined by the amount of primary current striking each element. As a result, a pattern of potential variations, negative with respect to the backplate, will be established on the mosaic surface, corresponding to the input—light signal.

Reading. Reading is accomplished by scanning the target with the unmodulated primary beam from the electron gun whose cathode is maintained at −5000 volts, so that primary
Fig. 34. Television-camera storage tube (Knoll and Randmer).
(a), tube with insulating-particle mosaic.
A, accelerating anode; D, photoemission pattern; E, photoemitting surface; F, image of photocathode; G, collector; I, optical image; $I_c$, collected current; $I_{pr}$, primary reading current; K, cathode; O, visual object; P, metal backplate; $R_o$, output resistor; S, transparent insulating layer; T, mosaic of insulating particles.
(b), target with metal-particle mosaic.
D, insulating sheet; P, metal backplate; T, mosaic of metal particles.

Electrons strike the target with an energy corresponding closely to the second crossover potential $V_{cr2}$ of the insulating mosaic. Since the potential variations established on the mosaic in writing are assumed to be relatively small, the secondary-emission ratio $\delta_e$ of each insulating element will be close to unity, and the elements will shift their potentials relatively slowly during scanning.

In the scanning process, however, secondary electrons will also be generated at the exposed surface of the metal.
backplate. These secondary electrons, which for the most part have energies less than several volts, must pass between the insulated particles in order to reach the collector. Since the insulated particles are charged negative to varying degrees with respect to the backplate, they act as control grids, creating decelerating fields which vary from element to element over the target surface. During scanning, therefore, the value of $\delta_c$ will vary and current variations will be produced in the backplate circuit. These current variations will, in turn, produce voltage variations across the output resistor $R_0$, corresponding to the input signal.

In the above process, the reading time is determined by the rate of removal or addition of charges on the insulated elements. Ideally, if each insulated element were bombarded with primaries exactly under the condition $V_{pr} = V_{cr2}$, the reading time would be indefinite (neglecting leakage and discharge due to positive ions), but since the insulated elements have potential variations as a result of writing this condition is not possible and the elements will of necessity have secondary-emission ratios, $\delta_e$, which may be slightly greater or less than unity. In reading, the individual elements will thus shift their potential at a rate determined by the degree of variation in $\delta_e$ from unity. For long reading times, it is necessary that the variations in $\delta_e$ be small for the given potential variations on the target surface. This means essentially that the insulating material employed should have a $\delta_e/V_{pr}$ curve whose slope is small at the point $V_{cr2}$ (see Fig. 6).

Erasing. Erasing is accomplished by scanning the target with the primary beam from the electron gun, whose cathode is now maintained at -1000 volts, so that all the mosaic elements are bombarded under the condition $\delta_e > 1$. Since sufficient beam current is assumed, each insulating element will be shifted during bombardment to approximately the potential of the backplate. Although, in the case of a homogeneous insulating target, bombardment of the surface under the condition $\delta_e > 1$ would shift it to approximately the collector potential, in the case of an insulating mosaic the elements will not be shifted positive by more than a small amount above the backplate potential. If this did occur, secondary electrons emitted from the adjacent exposed areas of the metallic backplate would be attracted to the insulating elements, thus counteracting the positive potential shift. Also, any tendency of the
insulating particles to become positive would cause coplanar grid effects (the exposed areas of the backplate acting as the control grid) in reverse of the actual reading process, thus preventing secondary electrons from leaving the insulating particles. Therefore, as a result of scanning under the condition $\delta_e > 1$, the mosaic elements will be shifted to the $-100$-volt backplate potential initially assumed before writing.

Polarity and Halftones. The output polarity of this device is positive in the sense that an increasing amount of light on an element of the photocathode will cause a more positive voltage variation in the output when the corresponding element of the storage target is scanned in reading. This results from the fact that an increase in the amount of incident light causes an increase in the amount of photoemitted current, which in turn shifts the corresponding mosaic element more negative. In reading, this mosaic element reduces by grid action the number of secondary electrons escaping to the collector, thus causing a reduction in the electron current flow through the output resistor and consequently a more positive output-voltage variation.

This device is capable of halftone operation. Since non-equilibrium writing is employed, a halftone charge pattern can be established on the insulating mosaic. In reading, a halftone output signal can also be produced because of the grid-control action of the mosaic. The linearity in reading will depend largely on the insulating elements having potentials in the proper operating range with respect to the backplate potential.

Additional Considerations. As described above, the target elements are bombarded during reading with primary electrons whose energy at the target corresponds closely to the second crossover potential $V_{cr2}$ of the insulating material. In practice, however, the value of $V_{cr2}$ may vary locally from element to element of the mosaic because of differences in the surface states of the material. These more or less fixed variations in $V_{cr2}$ over the target surface may cause variations in the value of $\delta_e$ during reading which are relatively large as compared with the deviations from unity caused by the potential pattern established in writing. As a result the potentials of some of the insulated elements may be shifted more rapidly, and the reading time for the various parts of the target will not be constant. If this is to be avoided,
insulating particles with highly uniform secondary-emission characteristics must be employed.

Since the value $V_{cr2}$ of metals is relatively uniform and stable, this problem can also be solved by constructing the target as indicated in Fig. 34b with a mosaic of metallic control elements instead of insulating particles. In this case, the metallic elements are insulated from each other by means of a thin insulating sheet between them and the backplate. Operation is essentially the same as before except that, in writing, both the metallic elements and the exposed surface of the insulator are charged, instead of only the insulating elements as before. In reading, the target is bombarded with electrons whose energy corresponds approximately to the value $V_{cr2}$ of the metal particles, so that the potential shift of the particles is relatively small. As in the previous case secondary electrons emitted from the areas between the particles are controlled by the coplanar grid action of the particles. The primary beam is assumed to have sufficient energy, however, so that, instead of charging the surface of the insulated areas between the particles positive by secondary emission, it causes bombardment-induced conductivity within the thin insulating sheet, thus maintaining the surface at approximately the potential of the backplate. The insulating material covered or shielded by the metal particles, however, is not directly bombarded and thus retains its insulating quality, so that the metal particles above it hold their negative charges and can control the emission of secondary electrons from the adjacent areas.
A. SECONDARY EMISSION, PHOTOLUMINESCENCE, PHOTOCONDUCTIVITY, AND BOMBARDMENT CONDUCTIVITY
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